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convention endorses prohibition of
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work
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work
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prohibition
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ning
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FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
1

Shoes
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BLUE
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BOYS
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Combining Style, Comfort and Quality to a Maximum Decree

73

7

SHOES

J

,

WE NOW DAVE THE AGENCY FOR THESE POPULAR SHOES

tmvf
;

"a

1

and have just received a full and complete line of the newest and most; popular models .Styles
for every child, big or little. These shoes are made from, the best stock procurable, along common-sens- e
lines and by practical shoemakers of the highest skill.
They are neat, dressy and stylish, but at the same time comfortable and roomy no cramp- -'
ing f the toes or deforming the feet.
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Every Pair Guaranteed
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32
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FAIR
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TO BE REAL

THING

it is also the expectation

ot

the directors to provide again tills
year a series of aeroplane exhibitions
for the entertainment of tihose who
are anxious to witness flights of the
"man bird." Remember the dates,
October 1 to 4 inclusive four days
of entertaining sport and edifying
s

sight-seein-

MQUNTAINAIR HAS OUTLOOK

hot time, girls," the pastor advised,
"wallop him with your bag and then RATON
throw red pepper in his eyes."
Regarding eugenics Rev. Mr, Mor'
rill said:
HAVE
."Woman was made to marry and
not be a religious recluse, old maid or
stenographer, unless she possesses
some defect of mind or body which
would result in degenerate offspring.
"The ogling ogre is sometimes
SAYS mashed by the indignant victim or by NUMBER OF NEW INSTRUCTORS
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A SUCCESSFUL

FOR STATE

FARMER

SCHOOLS
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WELCOMES CONNAUGHT.
WHITE
J. WHITE CLAIMS TO BE THE SUPERINTENDENT
Calgary, Alta., Sept. 5. The Duke
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PREPARING FOR
EXCELLENT
ICULTURIST
party arrived in Calgary this afterEXHIBITION.
noon and were accorded a patriotic
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept.
Mountainair, N. M.. Sept. 5. It Is
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outlook for a prosperous and usewith
carnival
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Northvarious
this
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business
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importance
ern New Mexico Fair association and ple of Calgary. A guard of honor of grand new state are insisting upon ful year In the public schools of New
of special interest to the public was the 103rd regiment of Calgary rifles having the most successful Individual Mexico was never better is the opintransacted last evening at the meet- was drawn up pn the station platform farmers. Mountainair
congratulates ion of State Superintendent of Pub
vice-regtrain arrived. these localities upon their enterprise lic Instruction Alvan N. WJvIte.
ing of the board of directors, held In when the
oand played the na- and thrift and wishes them the greatof th i. Dissident, John The
Superintendent White was in Albu
w th jofTfr.g
Morrow. Gratifying reports from the tional anthem while the mayor and est prosperity without invidious com querque yesterday en route to Santa
various standing committees, having provincial officials extended the for parison. However, it is- ,a matter of Fe from an extended trip over the
Z
local pride at the Chautauqua town state, during whjch he attended
charge of matters pertaining to stock mal greetings to the governor-generaThe distinguished visitors are to that J. J. White is
26 county teachers' institutes
and farm exhibits, the preparation of
the
of
with
undoubtedly
the fair grounds for the holding of remain" In Calgary until tomorrow out a peer in the southwest as an In held throughout New Mexico during
carwill
the
witness
big
ennight. They
the fair and the arrangement for
domitable and successful farmer. Mr. the summer.
tertainment events, were recelvad, nival pageant and attend a number of White is a man of wonderful fore
"Everywhere," said the superintend
indicating that the business manage- other social functions arranged in sight .enthusiasm and business tact, ent, "I found earnestness and enthument of the big undertaking Is keep- their honor.
and therefore too busy and Indiffer siasm the rule among the county suing right up to date with the business
and the teachers. The
MONTANA REPUBLICANS MEET. ent to public criticism to care what perintendents
In hand. County Commissioner Har
were
institutes
other
are
unusually well attend
or
He
people
doing
saying.
5.
Great Falls, Mont., Sept.
vey M. Shields has assumed the rec
does things. It Is learned that Mr. ed and everything points to the best
in
of
assembled
Montana
Bponsibility of calling and arranging
to select White la now having one thousand year's work, as well as the largest
for the holding, of a good roads con- state convention here today
senator acres sown to winter wheat, Is pre- number of pupils In the h'stocy of the
States
candidates
for
United
vention on October 3 during the fair.
and representatives in congress and paring to harvest five hundred acres public schools of New Mexico. I beA dairymen and farmer's convention
a complete ticket of state officers to of beans that are safely matured and lieve, however, that the present cuswill also be given a prominent posivoted for at the November elec- will average 600 pounds to the care, tom of holding an instituta In every
tion on the convention program for be
tion. It is the first time in the his that he has Just finished threshing county isa mistake. The counties, !n
fair week. If possible, arrangements
of the state that the1 choice of two thousand bushels of wheat from my opinion, should be grouped Hh a
will be' perfected for giving a danc- tory
a
candidate
for United States sena 150 acres, and has one hundred acres view to geographical location and coning program on each day of the fair tor has been made in convention.
in potatoes, conservatively estimated venience of communication,
and an
for, which a good dancing pavilion
institute should be held for each
at
bushels.
10,000
If
is
there,
and good music: will be provided. A
MOTOR BOAT REGATTA
individual farmer in, New Mex- group, say four or five counties. For
committee, consisting of Messrs. T.
5. Some of ico
Wash.,
as much or more for him instance, I think that one Institute
Everett,
Sept
doing
,F. McAuliffe, W. O. Kershner and the speediest motor boats in North self of his
country than "Bill" White held in Albuquerque, would serve the
to
was
allot
John .Toerns,
appointed
western
waters
entered
the
of
into,
big
Mountainair
the citizens of Tor- needs of Valencia, Bernalillo, Sandc
space for exhibits 'in the exposition
regatta which "opened here today un rance county would be glad to know tval and possibly McKinley and Tor
ex
main
to
An
the
addition
building.
der the auspices of the Everett Motor his pedigree he must be a hummer. rance counties. This would secure
hibit room with more numerous dis
more and possibly better Instructors
Boat club. iThe regatta program cov
is being planned
by the ers
plays
four days and provides for three
You shouldn't be and the Increased attendance could
Baseball
captain
was made
Announcement
directors.
lmpoa-tan- t
races, besides a number so hard on the boys. They played not help but be a benefit In affordinp
'
had
that
stopnover
priveleges
minor events. Two thousand dol very well. The game was lost through an oportunity for exchange of views
of
been secured from
Albuquerque
;'
liars In cash prizes will be' distribut one error.
between the superintendents and
for the large string of horses followso was Paradise. - teachers from the different counties.
ed among the winners.
Yes,
Manager
ing the Santa Fe racing circuit that
The subject of consolidating ot
will now be enabled to make Raton
be taken
grouping the Institutes-wilIn the interval between the Trinidad
state
the
of
up
board
education
by
state
fair
dates
and
and Albuquerque
FALLING HAIR OR
which la scheduled' td meet In Santa
thus Insure the presence here during
Fe
today where it will (be pre
of
a
the
the fair of
very large part

regimey

l.

"

,

some

manly

looker-on-

Baker I was out in Blakeley s
motor last week. He has everything
in it, even a pedometer.
Barker You mean speedometer,
old man. A pedometer is an instru
ment for measuring how far you
walk.

WILL ADD TO EFFICI ENCY
OF CORPS

who remem-

,

bers his own dear ones, some gallant
policeman or by the judge, who .instead on giving a light fine, gives a
heavy sentence to the workhouse,
where Mr. Masher may flirt with the
mop, make googoo.eyes at daisies in
the fields of mash rocks in quarries."
Following the sermon Rev. M. Mor
rill was approached by several young
men of his audience, who sought him
to introduce them to "women
they
thought "worthy."
Unhesitatingly
their request was granted, and1' they
were told to go ahead! "with their
courting and then come back for
their marriage licenses."

.

Raton, N M., Sept. 5. The public
schools opened this week after
a
summer's vacation with teachers and
.nother
pupils on deck to take up
year's workiand study. The' usual
"
crowded condition of many1 of the
rooms, incident to the past two or
three years of school work, was again

manifest as a result ot the inadeqaute
school room accommodations
which
conditions have not yet permitted the"
board of education to alleviate. The
first grade, under the instruction of
Mrs. Gussie Oyer, Is again housed in
Christian Endeavor halL A meeting
of the teachers was held yesterday af
ternoon in the high school room for
the purpose of arranging many school
details for the opening of school.
Among the corps of teachers selected
to conduct the public school work foi
this year are a number of new In-

or operation performed on her throat:
Superintendent T. W. Conway, Princi-pa- l
of the High School J. H. Dowden
Mies Grace Colgan, Laton and German;' Miss Anna Stratton, English;,
Miss M. Ella Niblo, commercial
branches; Mlias O'Donnell,
eighth
grade; Miss Sweet, seventh grade;
Miss Meyers, sixth grade; M,iss Alaska Davis, fifth grade; Miss Coin,
fourth grade; Miss Conn, third grade;
Miss Murphy, second
Mrs.
grade;
Dyer, first grade. Christian Endeavor
hall, North side: Mrs. w. M. Oliver,
principal and seventh grade; Miss
Benfer, sixth grade; Miss Sullivant,
fifth grade; Miss Schnecker, fourth
grade; Miss Coulter, third grade; Miss
Bucher, second grade; Mrs. Bennett,
first grade, East side school: Miss
Stump, principal, fourth and fifth
grades; Mfcs Sheldon, third grade;
Miss Allen,
second
Miss
grade;
Glass, first grade; Mrs. Coronel and'
Miss Zoe Davis.

The1 witness testified that he had
been knocked down by a motor car
and that the chauffeur, who was joy
riding, had given no warning of his
approach.
"Do yon mean," asked the judge,
"that he didn't have a horn?"
"No, yonr honor," replied the witness. "I think he'd had too many."

Baker All right; I'll stick to pedo structors, each one o fthese, without
meter.
an exception, coming to Raton with
strong recommendations as to ability
"You, used to root for the mayor and character of teaching work pen
Now you knock him. Explain it."
formed elsewhere. Of the following
"Before I voted for Aim he gave complete list the instructors, all were
me a pint of beer, but after the elec present at the teachers'
meeting extlon I found he1 had n put In aiy cept Mrs. Neville Conn, who has been
bill."
detained a week on account of a min
,

.

A

committee had the State Senator

on the carpet.
"Didn't you promise If we elected
you to get our county good roadsf

"Why, certainly, gentlemen."
"Did you do it?"
"No. You see airships are
getting
very common now; I thought we had
better wait a few years. Maybe we
won't need any roads at all then."
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

9100,000.00

$50,000.00

.

J. M. Cunningham.
Frank Springer,

l

FOli DANDRUFF,

fastest racing stock appearing on
western tracks. Thursday, September 12, has been definitely selected
as the day on which the fair directors and many of our interested business men will start on an automobile
tour of this section of Northern New
Mexico for the purpose of stimulating
interest In the big apa county-wid- e
proaching event, held in Raton, OcNine local
tober 1 to i, inclusive.
machines have already been pledged
for the tour and several others will
be enlisted later. In the line ot entertainment, there has been prepared
a .full program of athletic events,
consisting of tugs of war between
representatives from the various coal
camps, foot racing, relay, sack, potato and handicap races, baseball for
each day of the fair, bronco busting, etc., will be in session in full
blast at fair time." While the contract has not yet been definitely

ITCHY

CENT

SCALP--2- 5

President

Vice-Preside-

tJ
L-Al-

S

sented by Superintendent White.

"DANDER!!'

AIDS, BASHFUL

J

T. Hosklna, CaBaier.

VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LOVERS

Minneapolis, Sept. 5. "If any poor,
bashful man in my audience has fallen in love with some worthy woman
roots famish, loosen and die; then and wants to meet her for a wife, I
will see that he Is introduced, has a
the hair falls out fas'u
If your hair has been neglected place to court, will help him 'get his
and is thin, faded, dry, scraggy qt license, pay for it if necessary, marry
too oily, don't hesitate, but get a 26 him free of charge and furnish him
cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine with a wedding certificate, which he
at any drug stqre or toilet counter; may hang near the motto, "God Bless
apply a little as directed and ten Our Home."
This Is the offer made by Rev. G. h.
minutes after you will say, this was
the best Investment you ever made. Morrill, a prominent Minneapolis pasWe sincerely believe; regardless of tor, In his sermon on "The Masher
everything else advertised that If you Mashed."Mr. Morrill termed a masher "a bidesire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair
and lots of It no dandruff no Itch- ped who roosts on the corner and by
ing scalp and no more falling hair
look, gesture and speech takes famyou must use Knowltor's Danderine. iliar advantages of; women who pass
If eventually why not now., A 25 by."
cent bottle will truly nmaze you.
"And if the fellow seems to want h

'i

SAVE YOUR HAIR! DANDERINE DESTROYS DANDRUFF AND STOPS
FALLING HAIR AT ONCE G ROWS HAIR, WE PROVE IT.
If you care for ueavy hair, that
glistens with beauty and is radiant
with life; has an incomparable softness and is fluffy and lustrous- you
must use Danderine, because noth'ng
else accomplishes- so much for the
'
hair.
Just one application of Knowlton's
Danderine will double 'ne beauty of
your hair, . besides it immediately
dissolves every particle of dandruff;
you cannot have nice, .heavy, healthy
ihair if you have dandruff. This (destructive scurf robs the hair of its
strength and its very life, and if not
overcome It produce a feverishness
and Itching f thoe scalp; the hair
'

Lo.s Yogas SgLvlnrfs. Banli
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Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the
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President
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of the bar, wound my hands in the
parachute ropes and with both eyes
With a flap
shut, gave the signal.
like that made- - by the wings of a
great bird the balloon leaped into the
air. My feet Bcraped the ground
once and then I kicked free. A minute later I opened my eyes and saw
the ground like a raised map for below
me. The view interested me immensely. I wriggled around on my bar a
KANSAS CITYAN SAYS FIRST TRIP
little and even let go a hand. After
NIGHTMARE; OTHERS ARE
a while I got courageous and looked
FUN
up expecting to get dizzy and found
'

A PARACHUTE

JUMP

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 5. What
are the impressions of a man w,ho for
the first time is making a parachute
jump from a balloon?
Does his mind become a blank with
the horror of the possibilities of that
20 feet or more of straight
drop before the parachute opens? Or do
thoughts of all the misdeeds of his
life surge up and accuse him like they
are said to do when a man Is being
legally executed and stands on the
scaffold waiting for the sheriff to
spring the trap?
When old hot-ai- r
balloon men got
together they tell strange tales of that
first trip Into the dizzy vault of the
heavens and the awful . moment preceding cutting loose from the gas bag.
"I was a kid of about 15 when! I got
my first balloon experience in Perry
Kan.," said Clifford Combs, 215 East
Twenty-seconstreet, recently while
his balloon was being groomed for an
ascent. ,
"Really, I didn't know as much
about a bag as I know now about the
kind fiit cheese in the side of the moon
we never see.
"I had been watching the ascen- cions of an aeronaut who was with a
carnival company and it occurred to
me that if he could make the jumps
and get away with them, I could. The
second day of the show I heard the
man had quit so I dropped in to see
the manager.
""Sure we want a good aeronaut,'
said the manager. 'Do ou think you
can hang onto the trapeze when the
parachute opens,'
' 'I think I
can,' I replied.
" Ever been up before?'
d

,

.,

'..

" 'No.

."You're are all right, anyway,' said
the manager.' "All you got to do is
to sit tight and when 1 fire a revolver
off down here you Jerk the rope.
There's a Bort of tobacco cutter that
cuts the parachute rope half in two
while the other half Is break
and
ing you get a good grip on the bar.
You'll come down 'pretty fast for a
second; then your wings will spread
out and you'll come down the; rest
of the way as light as a Bnow flake.'
"I didn't know and no one took
pains to enlighten me to the fact that
the reason the other aeonaut quit
was that, the company's parachute
was an old and dangerous one. The
average carnival manager is a hard
hearted man and a dead parachute
jumper or two don't weigh on his
conscience a hit. However there was
no accident.
.
"Just as the bag was ready to leave
the ground I got real panicky and in
My
my soul wanted to back out.
pride wouldn't let me, so I got astride

m a oi SEASE
But a Symptom, a Danger Signal Which Every Woman
'
Should Heed.
Backache is a symptom, of organic
weakness or derangement. If you have
To get perbaclftithe don't neglect
manent relief you must reach the root
of the trouble. Read about Mrs. Wood-all- 's
experience.
"I suffered
Morton's Gap, Kentucky.
two years with female disorders, my
i neaitn was very Daa
and I had a continual
backache which was
simply awful. I could
not stand on my feet
long enough to cook

it

a meal's

without

victuals

my back

nearly killing me,
and I would have
such dragging sensations I could hardly
bear it I had sore
ness in each side, could not ' stand tight
clothing, and was irregular. I was completely run down.v On advice I took
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Com-

fnM

pound and am enjoying good health. It
is now more than two years and I have
not had an ache or pain since. I do all
my own work, washing and everything,
and never have backache any more. I
think your medicine is grand and I praise
it to all my neighbors. If you think my
will help others you may pubtestimony
"-Oixie Woodaix, Morlish
ton's Gap, Kentucky. ' "

it

Mrs.

If you have the slightest doubt
that tydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetawrite
ble Compound will help you, ne
Co.
to Lyd ia K.l'inkham Medici adconiidentlal) Lynn, Mass., for
vice. Your letter will be opened,
by a woman,
rend and answeredconfidence.
nl held iu strict

there was nothing alarming up there.
Only the distended mouth of the
bag and a whirl or
sooty old hot-ai- r
smoke inside. I looked below again
and found the crowd". None of 'em
were bigger than a. clothes pin. While
I looked I saw a puff of white smoke
and heard the crack o fa pistol. That
was my signal to drop.
"Somehow I realized that If I got
to dreading cutting loose I would
stay with the baloon until it came
down when the hot air cooled. The
manager had thought of this contingency and told me that if I didn't
jump, I'd be killed sure.
"There can't be a more dreadful
feeling than that which comes to an
amateur the second before he cuts
loose a parachute for a 2,000 foot
drop. I'll never forget how I felt till
my dying day. I got hold of the cord'
and jerked like 60 just the same. Down
I came with the wind rushing in my
ears. To my surprise and delight
almost Instantly the umbrella opened
and I was sitting astride of the trapeze bar as coolly as you please once
more.
"I continued making Jumps with
the carnival company, but I soon
learned that I was jeopardizing my
life with a worn out parachute and
demanded another. I have jumped
about 20 times a season ever since,
and it is now about 12 years since I
made my first leap.
"Amateurs seldom quit immediate
They get
ly after the first jump.
overconfident and keep it up until the
novelty of the game wears off. This
,

ahhepsn along about the seventh ascent, when the superstition invariably
comes to thp parachute jumper that
he has run his race and another trip
will be his last. Hundreds of aero
nauts never take that supposedly fatal seventh leap."
Frank Clay, of 7121 Washington
Park boulevard is a stocky little jumper who has been playing the game
regularly for the past ten years with
the result that he is chock, full of unusual yarns of events such as could
not possibly happen to a man who
habitually walks the earth.
"My first jump was at Long Beach,
Calif.," Clay said, when asked how he
came to take up aeronautics, as a pro
fession. "I was 18 years old and not
afraid of much of anything. There
was a carnival la town and the 'pro
fessor' was drunk, so I got his job tha
minute I volunteered.
"I was expected to use my own
jugment in letting go, and I put it
I was fairly
off as long as .1 could.
sure that when I cut loose my finish
would follow in a few seconds.
"The scenery In California is very
You can't beat the
fine, of course.
cloud effects there, nor the stretch of
It
fine partly wooded landscape
is a hard thing to voluntarily take a
risk that may put you out of such a
So I lingered and
beautiful world.
I
until
fairly felt the in
lingered,
patience of the crowd waiting below,
and the shutting both eyes, I jerked
the severing cord. I was surprised
how quickly the umbrella opened, but
I had no more time to look at the
scenery. The parachute was. rocking
violently as it always does at first,
and no one had taken the trouble to
tell me how to manage it. I was
within a couple of hundred feet oi
the earth before I discovered that by
pulling one rope and then another I
could establish a state of poise and
come down gently.
"From that time on I learned to love
the air and made jumps about once
a week during the, summers. ,There
is little danger In the business except
from your parachute cords being wet
and sticking together and from the
heavy gas bag dropping on ,top of
you as you descend. If either happens, it's goodby aeronaut.
"One of the funniest experiences I
ever had was near Linden, Kansas,
wheel lit in a hedge and dislodged a
bumble bees' nest at the same time.
It took me just 13 seconds to cut off
half my tights, drop to the ground
and run a mile. As I dashed along a
bull who evidently did not like my red
tights got into line at second place
and believe me, I lost no time scoring
for the world. The bees and I were
ahead at the finish when I cleared
a three wire fence and jumped into a
watering tank."
Combs was reminded by the above
incident of a descent he made last
year near Moberly.
'
"I lit in a' pig pen and right on the
hack of a 200jpound shoat," he said.
"I was pretty well tangled up in the

cords of my parachute which caught
the pig in the air vent at the top , as
it came settling down. The pig was
half through the hole when he stuck
fast and began kitlug me through a
mud puddle. I was finally rescued by
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vestigate the office of the county
clerk report as follows:
LFOFJSO
We find the records well kept and
In excellent codnition, so far as we
can Judge. The financial condition of
our county could not be ascertained
in the short time at our command, no
financial statement having been
COURT
made to the county commissioners
since October, 1911, by the treasurer.
The buildings and furnishings of
BUSINESS IN DONA ANA COUNTY! the court house are well kept and in SON FAVORS JESUITS, WHO ARE
We recommond the
IS BEING TRANSACTED
NOT POPULAR IN
good condition.
construction of a mora commodious
SPAIN.
RAPIDLY.
vault for the accommodation of the
Las (Truces, N. M Sept. 5. Judge records of the recorder's office,!
Madrid, Sept. 5. Relations on poFRANK HAWfc LY,
Medler is handling this term of
litical questions between King AlfonMIKE BAM war,
court in his usual vigorous, capable
so and his mother,
Queen Maria
;
JOSE BAftR'O.
manner, transacting a great deal of
Christina, have been strained of late
We, the committee appointed to in- and rumor has It that not long since
business, and making this term a record breaker.
vestigate the, jail of Dona Ana coun- she expressed 'her Intention of tearConsiderable routine business has ty, have to report as follows:
ing Madrid and retiring to Vienna
We have thoroughly investigated for a long visit This the king would
been transacted, and several cases
disposed of. The grand jury adojurn-e- d the condition of the jail buildings and not hear of, He is sincerely attached
this morning after a busy session adjacent grounds, and find the sani- to his mother and no praise is too
in which many things came pefore tary conditions, ventilation and gen- high for the excellent bringing up
the body and were disposed of. This eral appearance pf same in excellent she gave him and all the care she
Thet cells, bedding and lavished on him in his childhood.
is on of the shortest sessions of condition.
food furnished the prisoners is of the
the grand Jury of this county.
The royal lady's sympathies, howThe grand jury was in session only best and the sheriff deserves much ever, are toward the Jesuits and her
two and a half days, examined fifty- - credit for the general condition of ideas are too conservative and retroseven witnesses in thirty-oncases, jail and surroundings.
grade for modern Spain, which now
8. H. CENTER,
returned 24 true! bills and dismissed
la slowly awakening from its letharJ. M. JONES,
seven cases. This is probably the
gy; Spain, in general, is suspicious
JESUS APODACA.
record for work of a grand jury in
of the Jesuits, whose influence in
We the undersigned committee ap- this country is against all progress.
New Mexico.
The following is the list of the pointed to Investigate the office of When Premier Canalejas came into
county sheriff report the following:
grand Jury for this term of court:
power he promised to suppress many
W. L. Hersey, foreman ; Pablo
After an examination of the records convents and religious bodies, but so
F. A. Hawley, Margarito
kept in all matters coming before the far he has made no move in this diJose Amador, Amado Martinez, sheriff, and a thorough examination rection. The advanced liberals and
Andres Sandobal, Fred Graff, J. M. of this office, we find the same to be the republicans taunt him with his
Jones, Jose Barrio, C. R. Walters, up to date in every particular and a want of courage, but his reply is that
John Baumgartatn, good record kept of all cases and ihe has had far mightier matters to
(Mike Bamert,
Frank J. Amador, C. W. Brown, Her- monies brought before him.
attend to, and that "all will come in
C. W. BROWN,
man Wertheim, Wm. S. Shaw, S. H.
time."
F.' J. AMADOR,
It is no secret that Queen Maria
Center, J. B. Bryan, J. H. May, Jose
J. B. BRYAN. ,
Cristina entertains no love for CanaApodaca.
The following are the members of We the grand jury think it advis- lejas and would willingly see him reable' to acquaint you with the inade- placed by Antonio Maura,
the petit jury as selected:
A. Duran, T. Tate, Ed Ehle, L.
quate condition in which we found and leader of the conservative party.
H. T. Williams, E. C. Adams, the grand Jury room; it being entireBut Alfonso knows that Maura as
Tne
!E. Shipe, L. Telles, J. C. Robbins, A. ly too small for the accommodation
premier is an impossibility.
men In which to sit all country will have none of him. InAubel, J. F. Apodaca, F. Esquibel, R. of twenty-fou- r
Pena, George Walton, M. C. O'Hara, day and also there are no screens to deed, so strong is the feeiing against
him that his advent to power again
George F. Freeman, John Freeman, bar the entrance of flies.
We also find a good many of the would probably bring about a revoJohn Yoast, C. T. Turney, F. Barncas- tle, A. Katzenstein, W. N. Hager.
justice of the peace cases, which hind lution or at least a serious outbreak.
The grand Jury rendered the fol- the defendants over to the grand A liberal democratic government is
lowing report and were dismissed:
jury, to be a great expense to our the only possible one1 for Spain at the
county. The majority of these could present time, and of this King AlfonGrand Jury Report.
To the District Court of the Third Ju be settled in the justice of the peace so is well assured. On this question
dicial District of the State of New courts. We recommend that an inves- he and his mother differ, but the king
Mexico, within and for the County tigation should be made of this, as has a high sense of his constitutional
the expense of the wtlnesses that duties and will support the liberal
of Dona Ana.
To the Honorable Edward L. Medler, appear from a long distance is a good cabinet at all costs.
It is said that when the Cortese
Presiding Judge of the Third Judi- deal, and as a rule, they do not know
cial District Courts thereof. .
anything at alLof .the cases.
opens in October there may be some
Trusting that this report will meet rather disagreeable surprises for CaWe, the grand jury, selected and
etc.
nalejas and that the present governempaneled for the present August with your approval, we are,
Having completed our labors we, ment may be forced out of office.
A. D. 1912 term of court, within and
for Dona Ana county, respectfully re the grand Jury,v desire to thank the Should this come to pass King Alfoncourt and its officers for the courtes- so rather than that a conservative
port as follows:
We have . investigated the cases ies' extended to us, and having no government should succeed his, would
that have been brought before us and further business to transact we re- probably commission General Wey-le-r,
to our attention and have returned 24 spectfully ask to be discharged.
trusting that soldier, to form a
W. L, HERSEY,
cabinet with a strong military tentrue bills and seven
that we
ihave returned .indictments where, in Foreman of the Grand Jury, August, dency. As the chaiacter of Weyler
A.' D. 1912 term thereof.
is well known, and he Is held In
our Judgment the testimony warrantwholesome
awe by the populace,
ed it and when it did not do so we
refused to indict; that the number of ' WATKINS HEARS THE NEWS , there would he little fear of any outSuch a government would
Ada., O., Sept. 5. Rav Aaron S. break.
witnesses examined were
, Committee
appointed to investi- Watklns, the prohibit'ec candidate only be in the nature of a temporary
gate the various oifices and buildings for vice pesident, was formally noti- stop gap until the liberals with eithof the county have made such re- fied of his nomination at bis home er Canalejas again as premier, or
ports and the same are attached to nere today, a numl.""' o? prohibition Montero Rios, or some other polileaders of national prominence were tician of strength at their head, rethis report and mad a part hereof.
turned to power.
We the committee appointed to in- - in attendance.

Ml

DOWN JUDGE MEDLER IS

CUTTING

THE COST OF

farmer."
Nearly any hot air balloonist you
may inquire of will tell you of having taken up people in the parachute
ropes. Combs caught two spectators
IN NEW
YORK
like trout in a traifi'mel net when he NEW MARKET
MAKES
POSSIBLE
CITY
attempted to make an ascension at
BIG SAVING
Scandia, Kan., July 1 two years ago.
One of the men get hold of the (reNew York, N. Y., September 5.
lease rope and cut loose just In time
Within
a radius of thirty blocks of the
to siring, the two of them across a
Queensboro
Bridge spanning the
great
telegraph wire. Neither was hurt in
convex
the least. "At Bonner Springs, Kan., Kast river, the chief topic of
is
the
at
sation
present
extraordinary
two years ago, a negro engaged in holdsuccess of an attempt on the part of
ing the bag away from the coal oil
fire from the inside, got alarmed at tha district housewives to suplpy the
the heatand shouted for someone to family table by purchasing from the
let him out. The men and boys producers direct. After a period of
which was acholding the batoon thought the aero- discouragement during
naut had commanded them to let go complished the task of getting farmand the negro with complexion livid ers and populace together for mutualsoared skyward. He came down with ly satisfactory barter, the "market
without a middleman" is daily besiegthe balloon without a scratch.
The neighborhood
The hazardous business of riding ed by customers.
the skies naturally makes the hot air surrounding the housewives market is
disbaloonlst reckless to the point
of not a prosperous one and patrons
in
catholio
taste
a
recpetacles to
play!
foolhardiness.
An
cost corn,
low
away
carry
named Sorensen, at Broken
cauliflower string beans or
l!ow, Neb., two years ago, hitched a potatoes,
to his what not Old suit cases, pillow slips,
f.llder of his own Invention
are indisballoon, went up 3,000 feet and sever- boxes and baby carriages
11 o'clock
to
used
and
up
ed his tethers. The glider, a biplane, criminately
did notwork, and he cams down in a the scene beneath the big bridge has
of a riot.
zigzag with acute angles. The crowd gbmething the appearance
that of
of
sale
farm
To
the
products
him
and
four hours
picked
gingerly,
first
On
the
added.
been
fish
has just
later when he opened his eyes for the
as
were
sold
fish
of
tons
five
fish
day
first time since the accident he declarfast as they could be handed out. Sea
ed he would try it again,
porgles and butterfish fresh
Sure enough SoreiiBen began to re- bass,
went for 10 cents a
pair the wreck with the apparent in- from the water
fluke
with
at 8 cents. Of farm
pound,
tention of making another public trial
at the county fair that fall. People products prize' qualities and cantatraveled for miles to see him kill him- loupes sell for 3 cents; watermelons
self on the day set and the excite- fetch 35 cents, tomatoes five cents a
ment was intense about the hangar of quart; and grapes 12 cents a basket
the biplane. About 4 o'clock in the While the East side affords lower
afternoon Sorensen, was seen to enter prices, it is to be remembered that th
the tent. A minute later a young wo- highest priced fancy store in New
man followed him, and they were ob- York has nothing for sale in the way
served coming out together arm in of vegetables superior to the stock
new market ,It is this fact
arm, the man sheepishly, the girl of the
which
has
brought .about its populbeaming with elation.' At first the
arity.
crowd did not understand, o the
Immune From Burglars
of her
girl, making a megaphone
The
discovery has been
astonishing
hands; announced:
in New York
exists
there
that
made
"It's all off, ladles and gentlemen,
all and
residences
of
a
block
houses,
This man Is to be my husband tomorwell filled with luxurious equipment,
be
all
to
he's
and
row,
togethgoing
er if I can arrange it. Put yourselves which is wholly safe from molestation
by members of the underworld, be
in my place."
or Influence what they
The crowd did, and cheered the in- their aliases
of safety In the
i This 'oasis
may.
bride-elect
and
his
trepid balloonist,
owes its immn-nit-y
street
180th
at
Bronx
as long as they were in sight. ,'
to the fact that it shelters five
police sergeants and three policemen.
STOMACH UPSET?
Burglar insurance men even shun this
SOUR7 "CASCARETS" block conceding that the moral Influence of bo much concentration of
Sluggish Bowels Cause Gass, Sour- the majesty of the law is sufficient
ness and Food Fermentation
to discourage even a Newt York bur
glar. "Policemen's row" the block is
That awful sourness, belohing of called and, perhaDs for the purposl
acid and foul gases; that pain in the of mutual protection, others of th
pit of the stomach, the heartburn, rank and file of the department are
nervousness,' nausea, bloating after eagerly awaiting a chance to secure
eating, feeling of fulness, dizziness houses.'1' Their chances are hot of the
and sick headache, means a disor- brightest, however, since civilians for
dered stomach, which cannot be regu. tunate enough to be domiciled on
lated until you remove the cause. It the one safe block in New York are
isn't, your stomach's fault. Your slow" to move. So great is. the feel
stomach is as good as any.
ing of security that door locks are stiff
Try Cascarets; they immediately and rusted from disuse and inclemencleanse and regulate the stomach, re- cy of the weather Is the sole cause
move the sour undigested and fer- for a closed wisdow.
menting food and foul gases ; take the
excess bile from the liver and carry
WHITE MOUNTAIN GOLF
off the constipated1 waste matter and
N. H., Sept. 5. The an
Jefferson,
poison from the intestines end bowels. Then your stomach trouble Is nual golf tournament for the amateur
ended. A Cascaret tonight will championship of the White Mountains
was opened today on the links of the
straighten you out by morning a
Golf club and will be conWaumlbek
box from any drug store will
the remainder of the
tinued
through
and
stomach
liver
sweet;
keep your
bowels regular for month.". Don't for-ge-t week.
the. children tholr little insides
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
a
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NORTH DAKOTA AND ROOSEVELT
Fargo, N. p., Sept. 5. Colonel
Roosevelt is to carry his campaign
into North Dakota tomorrow. His
calls for set speeches in this
city and Jamestown, 'with a number
of short
addresses at train "jtops.
.

pie-gra-

The Roosevelt visit has aroused
much interest among the politicians
of all parties here, and there is a
great amount of speculation on the
results it may have in the coming
election. The political situation in
North Dakota at the present tlmo is
probably different from that presented in any other state. In the republican primaries last spring Roosevelt
was badly beaten by La Follette. The
delegates to the national convention
at Chicago voted for La Follette from
start to finish. It is said that many
of the progressive leaders (here are
still inclined to look upon Roosevelt
as having been responsible for the
elimination of the Wisconsin senator
from the presidential race. Lately
the democrats have undertaken an organized campaign to turn the antl-Ta.voters from Roosevelt to Wilson. Whether the, Roosevelt visit
will be able to stem the, tide of this
movement remains to be seen.

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature Intended her for
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prired. by this great remedy, are
in a 'ieaithy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements re
ceived from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
derived from its use.
This remedy
does not accomplish wonders but simply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
vents caking of
4
the breasts, and

.

in

every

way

JtjQXfl&ra

i

ft

motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
at drug stores. Write for our free
book for expectant mothers.
,
.
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
,
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders. ' '
The advertising is not only a prbtection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality. '"',
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

!
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HAD'

Entered at the postoHlee at East
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for transmis
John P. liardou, state auditor of
sion through the United States malls Missouri and a brother-in-laof Mrs.
3 second class matter.
A. A. Jones and Mrs. F, R. Lord, of
this city, was rim down by an autoTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
mobile Tuesday morning in Kansas
Daily, by Carrier:
He
City and was Seriously injured.
,0&
Per Copy.
was badly bruised, and though his in15
One Week
juries are painful, they are not dan
65
One Month
gerous. Mrs: Gorddn, who spent he
0
One Year ......
summer in Laa Vegas 'With her sis
Daily by Mail
ters, was in, Kansas City, en route to
.?6.00 tier home in. Jefferson City Mo., at
One Year
3.00 the time of the
Six Months
accident, and Is with
her husbani at, the. Baltimore hotel
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
in that city. ' It "will be several days
GROWER
before Mr. 'Gordon can be removed
2.00 to his home-iJefferson City.
One Year
1M
Mr. Gordon is well known in Las
Bix Months
Vegas, having visited, here this sum
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- mer, and the following account of the
accident, contained, in the Kansas
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money City Journal of Wednesday, will be
order. If Bent otherwise we will not of interest to ibis many friends here:
As a result of being run down by. a
be responsible for loss.
Epeoiroen copies free on applica- motor car at Seventeenth and Main
streets at 10 o'clock yesterday morn
tion.
ing, John P. Gordon, state auditor,
who is in; Kansas City? on official
AT
DISCONTINUED
PAPERS
AUj
husinees, was so, .seriously Injured
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
that he ia confined to bed in his room
PAID FOR
in the Hotel Baltimore. ' Several days
at least will elapse before Mr. Gorthe
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
will permit his being
Sargest daily and weekly circulation don's physicians
hotel to his resi
moved
the
from
in
Northwestern
f any newspaper
dence in Jefferson City and it may
New Mexico.
bo a much longer time before this
can be done.
TELEPHONES
Mr. Gordon was crossing Main
2
Main
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9 street at Seventeenth when a big
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Reo car, driven by a negro chauf
feur, sped along Main street in his
1912.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5,
direction.- Gordon saw the car when
it was almost upon him and made an
THE EMBRYO PRESIDENT.
to get out of Its course, but ac
effort
'
(Bill F. Brogan in Santa Fe New
cording to the witnesses, the chauf
Mexican.)
feur became 'confused and steered
Once there was a little boy with a
the car in the direction in which
dirty freckled face, who might some Gordon had sought eafety.' v
day be active in a presidential race.
When Mr; Gordon saw that the car
His legs were bare and sunburned was
toiffl,: he clutched
going
and his trousers had a patch while the
fender, which struck him at the
his hat bore close resemblance to a knees. He was knocked down, strik
Filipino thatch. ; He (had a dog named
ing on the back of his .head and hurl
Eisia and could whistle through nis ed to the side
of,. the car which
teeth, while a button off his collar
on its way. Persons whoi wit
phowed high water mark beneath. nessed the accident said the car was
'He was. just a common youngster
being driven at the speed of twenty
with a common youngster's wit and five or
thirty miles an hour. They
his duty to the nation didn't worry declared that it did not, carry a li
him a bit "He was pitcher in a ball cense
tag.
nine and played marbles on the side.
In a bruised and dazed condition;
He played "hookey" when he had Mr. Gordon was taken to the office
to and! they licked him when he lied. of. Dr, John! Haydon,Jn the Rialto
.The little boy grew older and then building by Joseph S. Elfred and Har
.grew older more till he got to drive a ry L. Wimber, connected with the
wagon for the leading village store. Hartford Life Insurance ' company
He learned to chew tobacco and who had witnessed the accident. Afswear a little bit and by singing in ter Mr. Gordon had been given treat
the choir he became a social hit ment, he was taken to his room at
Once a week he donned a collar and the Hotel Baltimore and late last
gave his shoes a shine, which added night was still In a dazed condition as
to his wager, made him look ex- a result of the; accident; It is not
ceedingly fine. Then he fell ia love thought that he is injured dangerous
and married and bought himself a ly. No bones were broken. .
dray, with which ihe hauled the bag-Mr. Gordons Unees where the fenAt
gage from the depot every day.
der of the motor car struck him are
last lie went to braking on a twice a seriously bruised' and one of them is
week freight and his wife kept meals cut. Both of his legs are bruised
for most always he was from the ankles to the hips.
late. He got to be conductor then he
Mr. Gordon came to Kansas City
ilost a leg or two and they put hlra on
Monday morning pn a business
early
"the crossing with' nothing else to
and intended to return to Jeffertrip
a day he flagged a wagon son
City yesterday afternoon. Mrs.
nd
when the passengert went by,
Gordon, who has heen visiting in New
they thought he'd live forever for it Mexico, met Mr. Gordon here Monseemed he couldn't die. But one day
day afternoon on her way home and
Jie ate a pork chop when the, pure food she is in attendance at his bedside.
3aw was lax and the doctor thought
J. H. Nolen, state agent of the land
Tie'd dinnered on chopped glass and
service, learned of the
reclamation
s
rusty tacks. They sought for-hiaccident while here yesterday afterappendix and found it safe all right, noon and he, too, was with Mr. Gorbut the pork chop still was with him don last night.
and he died that very night. They
took him- - to the grave yard and laid
CAi-- L
FOR "PRIMARY. ,
him safe away and another man was
Notice is hereby given that a priflagging for the passenger that day. mary of ' the republican jfoters of
Perhaps he went to (heaven, perhaps Precinct No.'"29" of the county of San
he went below, but opinion seemed
iitf1 the pity hall
Miguel Will be' held
to differ and no one seemed to know. of the
of Las Vegas, at 8 o'clock
city
He might have once been active in a in the evening of Monday, the 9th
presidential race, but It seemed his day of September, 1912, for the pur
talents led him to a vastly different
pose of choosing eleven (11) delereplace.
gates from said precinct to the
San
of
convention
publican county,
Miguel county .which has been called
FROM THE NEWSPAPERS.
,
1912, to choose
"Mrsi. Jones of Cactus Creek, let a to meet September-ilto the re- said
county
cut
from
and
week
last
delegates
can opener slip
at Albu
convention
state
mischievDublican
herself in the pantry." "A
called
also
is
stone
Said
a
threw
primary
querque.
Piketown
ous lad of
Of
last
transacting any
for the purpose
and struck Mr. Pike in the alley
on the other business that may be pioper to
climbed
Doe
"John
Tuesday."
voters
roof of his" house last week looking come before it A1V republican
presto
he
are
himself
urged
said
of
and
fell,
precinct
striking
for a leak
!"
,
on the back porch." "While Harold ent
- ' J. S.'dUNCAN, Chairman.
Green was escorting Mies Violet from
a
the church social last Sunday nignt
"John, what dpes it mean to play
eavage dog attacked them and hit
a
fish before londlng it?"
on
the public
Mr, Green several times
know how you refused me
"You
while
harnessing
square." "My Fong,
before you accepted me
times
kicked
four
was
a broncho last Saturday,
me? It's - the same
and married
Just eouth of his corn patch." The
thing?"
bloodless Bhlebotomist.
'
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THORPE

Pill,

SYLUf

TO QUIT
IT

The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas land grant decided late yester
day afternoon to reject the proposition of James R. Thorpe and Harold
W. Moore of Denver to accept a contract for the completion of the big. irrigation project upon the grant. Tne

An effort to tind Dr. Smith this afternoon in his office or at his home
was futile. It Is understood, however, that the doctor will stand pat
on his decision not to give up his position as physician and medical superintendent of the New Mexico
Hospital foj; the Insane.
Dr. William Porter Mills, who yes
terday was selected by the board of
trustees of that institution to succeed
Dr. Smith, is not making preparations
to take over Mb new duties at once.
It is stated that he intends waiting
a reasonable length of time in order
to give Dr. Smith plenty of opportunity to get the affairs of his office
ready for transferring them to the

the secretary, Manto wire D. A. Cam- -

uel C. de Baca,
field, president of the Camfield Dei- velopment company to that effect.
Mr. Camfjeld early this week conferred with the board, making the
proposal that he would deed back all
lands assigned to him by that body
and pay all obligations incurred in
the work already done upon the ir
rigation system provided the board
would drop its legal action to recover
his bond of $100,000 and would agree
to pay him a reasonable amount for
the construction work he has comalso stated
pleted. . Mr. Camfield
that in case the board reached no
agreement with- - Messrs. Thorpe and
Moore he would use his best efforts
to see that the project is completed.
He asked, however, that action on his
proposition be deferred until after
that of Messrs. Thorpe and Moore
had been disposed of.
With the Denver capitalists eliminated it is now up to the board and
Mr. Camfield to hold a 'conference
and endeavor to settle their difficulties What form this settlement will
take is hard to predict, though it is
the hope 'of the board to effect some
agreement which, will result In the resumption of work on the irrigation
plant as soon as possible.
The proposition of Messrs. Thorpe
and Moore was rejected for several
reasons, the principal being a reluctance on the part of the board to pur
of the bonds neceschase
sary to bring the project to comple
tion, as the Denver capitalists had
Information
stipulated. Conflicting
in regard to the probable cost also
led the board to believe it should
make a more careful Investigation be
fore entering into a contract wtih
anybody. Different persons have in
formed the hoard that the expense
would be all the way from $300,000 to

newly appointed superintendent.
As the matter now stands the hospital has two superintendents, one
in possession of the office and the
other not in possession but backed
up by the action of the democratic
board of trustees. Dr. Smith has a
contract with the trustees who retired some time ago. He considers
this as valuable a credential for the
office as that carried by Dr. Mills.
There is every indication, unless
Dr. Smith recedes from his position,
which he undoubtedly will not do,
that the board of trustees will be
obliged to resort to legal efforts to
oust him from office. This will have
the effect of determining beyond a
doubt whether or not Dr. Smith's
contract is legal, as members of the
asylum board have asserted that it
will not hold in the eyes of the, law.
The action of the board in sunjmar- Ily .removing Dr. Smith, even for po
litical reasons, Without giving him

one-fourt- h

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 6. One
of tbe most sensational actions filed
in the district court for some time
was put on record yesterday. The
plaintiff in Ihe case ia Isabel Padilla
de Chavez, who suea her husband,
Jose Chavez y Apodara, for a separa-

The complaint alleges that Chavez
broke his wife's shoulder blade with
a blow from a hoei handle, cursad
her and called her vile names and
committed other cruelties.
The couple were married in Ber
nalillo county in July, 1910, and' lived
together until last March. At that
time, the plaintiff alleges, her husband beat her so violently that her
shoulder blade was fractured and she
was crippled for life-- He abused' her
in such great degree that she was
rendered senseless and helpless, and
while she was in this condition he
dragged her from their house and
told her never to return to him, ac
cording to the complaint.
The document continues to the effect that later in the month the defendant swore out a warrant against
the plaintiff as an insane person,
with such effect that she vias comnr
to the state asylum at Las Vegas
anu there detained about
three
months. The plaintiff claims the de
fendant did this because he wished to
Sha
gain control of her property.
further iclaims that he has now possession of three tracts of land total
ing about 12- acres and refuses to
give them to her.
suitable
She asks a- separation,,
maintenance and title to the. house
they occupied together.
d
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE ' market closed strong. Stocks, were-biup more, freely in the Closing
Chicago, Sept. 5. Ralna delaying
the Canadian harvest tended today to hour,., the demand embracing shares
'
lift the wheat market Opening' pric- which had lagged earlier. St; Paul
cent and the Hill stocks were especiallj
es varied from a shade oft to-'strong. Mexican Petroleum rose over-sito
upi December started at 92
points and Texas Oil about hal(
to
steadied
and
unchanged
higher,
The close was weak as much.
around
i
The last sales were:
with December lower at
87
Ideal weather forecasts made corn Amalgamated Copper
126
American
Beet
Sugar
December
weak.
opened
.quotations
'. ,
Atchison
:.os
to 55
lower at 55
unchanged to
139
Northern
Great'
was
The close
and dropped to
115
hut New York Centralcent lower for December;
127
Pacific
Northern
steady at

92,

92.

91.

54.

54.

...169
Reading
....... ..112
Southern Pacific Union Pacific ................ .172
73
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd. bid. . .112

,

32.

91;:

91.
Corn, September

54.

72;

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Sept, 5. Cattle, receipts 5,000, including 1,000 southerns.'
Market steady. Native steers $6.50
10.50; southern steers $4.256.25;
southern cows and heifers $3.25
5.50; native cows and heifers $3.25
8.50; stockera and feeders $4.50
'
7."50; hulls $45. 50; calves $44.90;
December western steers $5.509; western cows.

S3.255.50.

Hogs, receipts 35,000. Market 5,
cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.35
8.65; heavy $8.308.50; packers and
Pork, September $17.22.,
butchers $8.358.70; lights $8. 40
Lard, September $11.07.)!
8.75; pigs $67.25.
Ribfl,, September $1085S?..
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market strong-t10 cents higher. Muttons $3.50
EXCHANGE.
STOCK
YORK
NEW
New York, Sept. 5- - Stocks mani- 4.60; lambs $6.257.20; range wethrange-ewefested some stability on light demand ers and yearlings $4(7t5".35;
$2. 504. 25.
today. Gains of a point or so were
registered in the early dealings by
Reading, Lehigh Valley, Canadian
Smelting and ' ; DEMOCRATS, ATTENTION...
Amalgamated,
Primary In Precinct No. 29 will be
Steel, with a few less material gains
in other railway and industrial Issues. held in the city hall on Septemb r
Sears Roebuck, American Tobacco 5 at 8 o'clocW, p. m:, for the purpose-oand Snuff added extensively to recent
selecting 40 delegates- to the demo,
cratlc county convention, to be held
advances.
Money opened at' yesterday's Init- in the Armory on September 7. By
ial rate, regardless of a better In? order o;
DEMOCRATIC PRECINCT COM.
qulry. Bonds were- Irregular. The
Oats,

32.

September

31;,

December

o

.
'

71

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice la hereby given that Bias
Sanchez and Mrs. Maxlmiana S. Ortega have been appointed administrators of the estate of the late Francisco S. Ortega. All persons having
claims against the estate will present them to the above named admin-

istrators. In all matters pertaining
to the estaate call on or address Bias
Sanchez, Wagon MonnrL N. M.
BLAS SANCHEZ,
MAXIMTANA

;S.

,

ORTEGA,

Administrators.
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OF WHAT'S NEW FOR FALL IN LADIES'
SUITS AND COATS

i

YOUR LIVER AKQ

OF BOWELS WITH "SYRUP OF HG5"
, EFFf CTiyE THAN CALOMEL, CASTOR OIL OR SALTS; GENTLY
CLEANSES" THE STOMACH,, LIVER AND BOWELS. WITHOUT i
?
''' NAUSEA OR" GRIPING! CHILDREN
DEARLY LOVE IT.
:" 1
:
f
., i -

MORE--

"

KBSULAR RETAIL VALUE, &12.00

and nn
Dflmhuseil OBWrat ertoaU of thin beautiful dinnsr-wnrau exclusive
Durohiisa enaiiled the muuufaoiuruf ta Kive
of tne cost
a very low price. W re charging p
a pereeuuiKB ui m uvuim
tins too to
xpense," and omy
uud cannot be dufdicated In,
beaiitifut
mm. 1 ia of
.
for lesn than f ti in an? rcutu oniua aure. t i guwiuweu vj
quality
Cue manufacturer and ouiwelvea.
0 . fi .o
Tboie la a ooopoo la every aaolt ofortARABEE'S flour. Bnd
eonnona and 3.w In cash, draft, postal
bimbw money order, and we vmk
Irefenr,. Auilrens coonoua and
end too one of thftne beautiful aeta bytne
LarRbee Flour Mills Company,
to The (ililua Department of
Be s.ire to write your name and address P"J'-y- .
,guoulnaon, Kanna.
Tbe coupons In LAB BBS'S Piour are ! food for Kosera' Bilverwart-anoilier valuable premiuma Aak for deserio live circular.
VT

Oats eased off influenced' some- by
the fact that ocean freight room was
reported to be the scarcest in more
than a quarter of a century. Decem
ber started a sixteenth down to a like
to 52
and sagged
advance at 32
to
Provisions declined. First sales
ranged from last night's level to 17
below, with January $19.10 for pork;
GAYNOft ROASTS ALDERMEN
$10.75 for lard, and $10.15" for' rlba.
New York, Sept. 5. Mayor Gaynor The closing quotations lor the day
took a fling at the board of aldermen were as follows:
December
today In a characteristic letter to one
Wheat, September

of their number.
"I don't see how I can expect po
licemen to be honest," says the let
ter, "when they know that many if
not most of the members of the board
of aldermen are selling licenses for
news stands and the like, throughout
the city at prices, from $2,500 down

AND
$3.90
CASH

EMPRESS Flour

tion

,

'

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from

APPEARS
ASYLUM BOARD ALBUQUERQUE WOMAN ALLEGES
MAY HAVE TO RESORT
SHE
WAS BADLY '
TO COURTS.
TREATED.

credit for the splendid work he has
done for the asylum, has called down
upon the members who took part in
the transaction the condemnation of
the greater portion of the community,
Even if they wanted his job for another person the trustees., should
have been decent enough to assert
publicly that they did not desire the
removal of Dr. Smith because of any
incompetence or improper behavior.
An Inspection of the asylum by the
trustees or anybody else will show
that its affairs are In splendid condi$600,000.
TJae board is seriously considering tion ,and Dr. Smith has always Invitengaging a competent irrigation en- ed the closest scrutiny.
gineer to make exhaustive investiga
STANDING OF THE CLU33
tions and present a complete report
National League
of the cost of completing the pro-eWon Lost Fct.
and the nujmber of acres of land
38
.691
85,
that can be safely depended upon to 'New York
45
.640
...80
Chicago
be placed under irrigation.
.579
53
t...73
(Mr. Camfield, before he left Tues- Pittsburgh
. 62
.500
62
Colo.,
in
home
Philadelphia.
Greeley,
day for his
.484
66
62
stated that ,he would return to Las Cincinnati .
.433
75
55
Vegas at any time that the board St. Louis
.371
should request him to do so. It is Brooklyn ........... .46 , 78
87
.304
J..38
likely, therefore, that he will be here Boston
American League ;
within a few days. The board met
Won Lost Pet.
this morning and spent several hours
.709
37
90
Boston
in routine business.
52 . .600
.
.78
Washington
.590
52
75
TODAY'S GAME PROTESTED
Philadelphia .
.500
63
5.
President Chicago . ..........63
Philadelphia, Sept.
71
.454
...59
Fogel of the Philadelphia National Detroit .
74
.433
55
league club this afternoon sent a tele Cleveland
......
.365
80
46
New
the
Tort
of
to
President
Lynch
gram
.347
83
44
league protesting today's first game St. Louis
Western League
with New York, which the viators won
Won Lost Pet.:
8 to 1.
The ground for the protest
.596
57
is that Umpire Rigler Illegally called Denver . ...'..".',."...84,
.574
60
81
out Sherwood Magee notwithstanding Omaha .
62
.547
75
.
.
ball
the
Wilson
that Catcher
St Joseph
dropped
while running down the left fielder in Des Moines
:..J0 65 .519
71
.489
68
Lincoln
the sixth inning.

CLEAN

10

ENT HER

REFUSING

GRANT BOARD DID JOT SEE FIT
TO GIVE HIM IRRIGATION
CONTRACT.

board authorized

5, 1912.

OF DR. SMITII STANDS CLAIMS HUSBAND

IEJECTED

AUDITOR OF MISSOURI
BEEN VISITOR HERE
THIS SUMMER.

STATE

1

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

,bafl, , out gripe, nausea or weakness.
Noth
You know when your lfvera
else
cleanses
and
ing
your
regulates
You
bowels
when your
aresluggish.
sour, disordered, stomach, torpid liver
and
dullness
a
certain
depression,
feel
'bowand thirty feet of
perhaps the approach of a headache, els like gentle, effective Syrup of ftgs.
your stomach gets sour and full of Don't think you are drugging yourself.
gas, tongue coated, hreath foul, tr you Being oomposod entirely of .luscious
You say, "I am figs, senna and aromatlcs if, can not
have indigestion.
bilious or constipated and I must take cause injury.
If your child is cross1, sick, and
'
something tonight.
Most people shrink from a physir:
feverish, or its little Bffomach sour,
they think of castor oil, calomel, salts tongue coated, give Syrup of Figs at
ence. It's really all thati( is needed to
or cathartic ipills.
e children well ami 'happy again.
It's different with Syrup .of Figs,
its effect is as that of fruit; of eating They dearly love its pleasant taste.
Ask your druggist for the full name
coarse- food; of exercise. Take a
of delicious Syrup of Figs "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,"
tonight and you won't realize you and look on the label for the name
have taken anything until morning, California Fi Syrup Company. That,
when all the clogged up waste mat- and that only, is the genuine. Refuse
ter, sour bile and constipation poisons any other fig Byrup substitute with
'
,
.
move on and out of your system, with
waste-clogge-

d

TONE to soon to be giving thought to your early Fall Suit and we
are prepared to show you the newest styles, in assortments most
comprehensive, .The: new Fali Coats are'' here, also In the fa- shionable 'new materials and styles, and the values in both coats and
suits are unqualifiedly the best we have ever been enabled to offer you.
The new suit materials' incliide wool eponge 'new chevrons diagonal
weaves in solid colors and serges. In the coats the fabrics most
ptpular
are broadcloths in all colors, chinchillas, fancy mixtures and wide weave
serges.

See the
New Silk

r

x
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THE,

STOnx

OF QUALITY"

Drees

Crepe

-

Meteor--th- e

Rage for
Fall Wear

M,

The
Goods

'

E.LASVCCAS.

Are
j

Here

I
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W

E

EClS

FOR FALL and WINTER

Up-to-da- te

TO

PRICES

ALL

SUIT

Call and See Them
See us for anything else

that's

NEW and
We Have It.

Ilnff

"

"i

p

nTi

The Popular Price
Agents

Store'

for the NEW IDEA
PATTERN

10c

FiXXE MAIN 104

By HARBY W, PHILLIPS

la among

the

pop-

J

ach,' the merchants, left this
ing oh a short business trip on the
morn-

'

mesa.
Miss Gregorita

'

'

left this
afternoon for Estancia where she
will teach school during the coming
winter.
C. I,. Holcomb and Bert Livingston of Pood Creek, Okla., are in Las
Vegas, having arrived torn their homes
last evening.
Felipe Sanchez was in Las Vegas
today, stopping off en route from his
home in Mora to Denver, where he
will attend Denver University.
Henry Regeher and brother stopped
oft in Las Vegas yesterday for a short
visit with Henry Janzen. They are
en route on a trip to California.
Ralph V. Herger, representing the
Hall Lithographing company of To- peka, Kan., with headquarters in Al
buquerque, was in Lad Vegas today.
Frank Regeher and Jacob Bueller
of Mounbridge, Mb., are in Las Ve
gas. They are looking over the coun
try with the view to purchasing land.
A. F. Peckham is a recent arrival
at the Harvey ranch. Mr. Peckham
is a resident of New York who has
spent a year in New Mexico for the
benefit ,of his health.
Dan Crockett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Crockett of El Paso, came in
last night from California to join
Mrs. Crockett, who is visiting beV
mother, Mrs. T. W. Garrard.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Wolfe left this
afternoon on train No. 1 for Califor
nia. They will make an extended
trip on the Pacific coast, returning to
Las Vegas !by the northern route.
G. A. Richardson, who has been in
Las Vegas several days, attending the
regular monthly session of the board
of directors of "the New Mexico Hos
pital for the Insane, left this morn
ing on the California LimiteJ for his
.
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ready for the consideration of a state
None of the candidates for
ticket.
the head of the tictcet is making an
active canvass.
Comptroller William A. Prender-gas- t
of New York told his friends he
would do nothing to get the nomination. If it came to him unsolicited,
State
he said," he would accept.
"
Chairman Hotchkiss again declared
he was not to be considered as a candelegates
didate, but many
were insistently for him.
Bainbridge Colby of New York was
a receptive candidate and he, too,
declined to engineer any canvass in
his interest. State Chairman Hotchkiss is said to have told Comptroller
Prendergast in a conference that it
would be "politically inexpedient"
for the comptroller to accept the nomination for governor. Many delegates,
Hotchkiss said, had told him that
of Prendergast's attitude on
.certain .church matters which had
rnmo hefore him in an official way
in New York his strength as a can
didatel in many quarters would be
impaired.
Prendergast's friends declared that
Hotchkiss was quietly paving the way
"
to bring about his own nomination
for governor, notwithstanding, his as
sertions that he must not be consid
ered as a candidate.

i

e

in the first year normal course.
The senior classes are large this year
and in the two departments will num
ber 30 or more. It is expected that
the registration at the Normal University before the close of the lerm
will number 300.
.Fifteen students ihave enrolled for
the work in the' commercial department and this number, too, will be
greatly Increased in the Coming
10

,

"RUBE" WEEKS RECALLED
Albuquerque, N. M. Sept. 5. "Rube"
Weeks, a graduate of the Albuquer
que Grays, Is pitching great baseball
for Columbia, Neb. In fact the Reu- ben is doing so well that Lincoln has
recalled him, to report September 9.
Weeks has lost but two games since
he has been pitching for Columbia,
one an
pitchers battle,
which he lost 1 to 0; and another
close game by the score of & to 4.
The Reuben was farmed out to Col
ear-lumbia by Lincoln after a try-oin the season.

A

J

I

ii
i

The special train carrying the na
tional officers of the Grand Army or
the Republic and the members of the
Pennsylvania division,' en route to
the annual encampment in California,
passed through Las Vegas last' night
at 11:30 o'clock. The Colorado special train has been consolidated with
Santa Fe train No. 9 and will pass
through here this evening. The Ohio
special is "due to arrive In Las Vegas
at 6:46 o'clock. The Massachusetts
special, the special from Indiana and
Kansas,, and the special train from
Missouri, Oklahoma and Kansas will
pass through Las Vegas tomorrow afternoon at 1 o'clock, 2:30 o'clock and
7 o'clock respectively.

II)

Get a box y.
Your local dealer ba$ them.
them on a paper target with your old duck gun.

Remington

299 Broadway

-

OOP

IN,

TRIP
'lis!-- '

EXCUSSiOri HATES

'

Los Angeles
San Diego

CjCDGQ
CSOmOO

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle, Tacoma & other points
-

i;

SiiZ

CGO.00

,

Tickets on sale August 29, 3031, September 1, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6.
Information
Stop overs allowed in either direction. For further
call on or write.

L

D.

BATCHELOR, Agent.
I

II

CONVENTION

STATE

DEMOCRATIC

Tickets on sale Sept, 6 to 9th inc.
Final return limit Sept, 14th 1912.

Eft

REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION

"TN

m

r
Is

n u
I

I

September 12th, 1912.

n "SI

Tickets on sale Sept, 9th ito 12th inc.
Final return limit Sept, 16th, 1912.

Night

To-morro- w

SEPTEMBER 5 AND 6
D.

L

GATCHELOB.
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SE1FRIED AND BEAUMONT
IN A COMEDY PLAYLET ENTITLED
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Min-nfiBo-

0--

Now York City
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Metallic Cartridge Co.

Arms-Unio- n

September 9, i9i2.

'

15-1-

special system of wadding give at 25 yds. a spread equal
to that of a standard shell at 40 yds. and with greater
penetration.
Th Keel lining give the ipeed plus perfect puttem.
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When they're apt to
get up close, slip in a
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Scatterload
and make your choke bore
gun good in brush or thicket
I
Arrow and Nitro Club iteel lined
slmt sheila onen
scatterload
that
SO evenly
vour
cattem
un
,
r
your bird can neither get too much nor too lime.
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Try

A card in a tailor's window reads:
"Clothes make a difference. If you
don't believe it, try walking down the
WANTED-office- . -- Clean cotton rags. Optic
street without any.''
'

i

'li

I-'

one-fift- h

The attendance at the opening in
the academic and normal depart
ments exceeded that of last year Dy
25, and the enrollment in the train
ing school was equally large. 'So
large was the attendance in the trail
ing school that it was necessary to
turn away 40 boys and girls because
The at
of lack of accommodations.
tendance in the training school numbered .125.
There are 21 pupils registered in
the first year academic coruse and

f

f
v

?

J caller

Cadillac, Mich., Sept. 5. Ad Wot
gaat, lightweight pugilistic champion
of the world, sustained apparently
severe injury to his right arm today
when cranking his motor car, A physician declared the accident will keep
Wolgast off the ring for six weeks,
which it true, means that his matu
With PJ .)ifcy McFarland in New YwV
this month-w- ill
probably be postpon-

$1.10
gallon .'
ENROLLMENT
DURING OPENING
South African water bags
Appell's
WEEK INDICATES LARGE
2
gallon
ATTENDANCE."
Appell's South African wa'er bags
$2.00
5 gallon
The fall term of the New Mexico
clocks . . .; . . . .70c
Normal University, which opened Large alarm
$3.85
Electric sad irons
Tuesday with an enrollment of 211)
cotton double blankets . . .45c
104
to
students, has settled down
regular 11-Cotton double balnketa . . .95c
class work. Enrolling of students
All other cotton and wool blankets
tocontinued all day yesterday and
off for cash this week.
at
day, and this number will be materROSENTHAL
THE
ially increased before the end of the
the Y. M. C. A. ,
Opposite
week.
1

.

'

cke

Cut.

.15c

Appell's South African water bags

:

,

Ttn7 can t jr4 tx
for tlio llwrouigtoa

10c
DVEUSE
plain paper napkins
lunch
or
paper,
butter
Oiled
plg...5c
$1.25
Curtain stretcher ,
ARM
Meat grinders 75c, $1, $1.50, $1.75, 2 LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION'S
2c
Mason Jar tops, each
BROKEN WHILE CRANKING
Rubber Jar rings, dozen . . . . .4c
MOTOR

The enrollment at the New Mexico
Normal University is the largest In
the history of the institution. The
registration of students on the first
week.
two days of school exceeded 210.
A demand for a course in commerMany of" this number are from varcial law has been expressed by many
ious cities over the state1 and from
Iland Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, presipoints in Oklahoma, Missouri and
dent of the school, is planning to
linois.
open a class in this subject. He will
The girls' dormitory is well filled,
meet all persons desiring such a
there being, 18 students residing there
course on Monday night at the Norat the present time. Many who were
mal.
unable to secure rooms at the dormiDr. Roberts will be in his office
there.
are
boarding
tory
Monday afternoon to confer with perThe Philomatbean society, the litsons who are unable to attend the
erary club of the Normal University,
regluar classes in the school, but who
will organize Wednesday, September
desire to take certain studies in the
The meoting will be held in
11.
school course after school hours.
chapel.
oe
will
tomorrow
morning
Chapel
devoted to. the discussion of plans
ROOSEVELT DECLARES
for school athletics for the year. Last
term the school was represented on
the football and basketball fields
WILSON IS A BOSS
with first class teams, and it is exbe
pected that the Normal will again
of
represented in these branches
asserts: democratic canoi.
'
school activities.
date was steam rollered
was
who
of
Mora,
Philip, Sanchez
into nomination
graduated from the Normal
the
is
visiting
sity In the class of 1912,
St. Paul, MJnn., Sept. 5. The nomi
school. ft is en route to Denver to home in Roswell.
of Woodrow Wilson at the Bal
nation
attend Denver University. Mr. SanMiss Beatrice Martin of Trinidad, timore convention was assailed by Col
scholarship in Colo., is the guest of Miss Eugenia
chez was awarded
onel Roosevelt as the work of demo-- '
this Institution.
Delgado at her home on the West cratio bosses, in an address today at
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president side. Miss Delgado visited Miss Marthe Minnesota state fair grounds. In
of the Normal, left thiB afternoon for tin on her way home from a trip
his campaign for the republican nomSanta Fe to attend a meeting of the to Denver and Miss Martin accom- ination Colonel
Roosevelt, said the
state board of education.
her to Las Vegas.
panied
one after an
dethroned
were
'bosses
was
The historic sun dial, which
Charles Hedgcock has returned to other in states In which there were
at
first erected by army engineers
Las Vegas after an extended trfp in direct primaries.
old Fort Union in the year 1861, is Colorado, California ' and Arizona.
"We beat Franklin Murphy in New
UniverMr. Hedgcock found many opportuni
being erected on the Normal
Jersey, Senator Penrose in Pennsyl;
was presentsity grounds. This dial
ties for locating but finally decldsd vanla and Senator Lorlmer In Illi
estate.
Butler
ed to the school by the
to return to Las Vegas. He is one
he said, "but no democratic bosS
The dial consists of two parts, the of the city's rising young lawyers and nois,"
In his own state.
Teaten
was
gnomon
face and the gnomon. The
is associated with District Attorney
the yote had been
the
cen"In
primaries
the
fixed
to
metal
piece
Is a flat
Charles W. G. Ward.
In most cases
Wilson.
Mr.
against
ter of the face or plane and pointing ; Mrs, Johnson, accompanied by. her
were carried by Mr. Clark. The
the
nWh nole. its position; being nieces', Miss
Louise Deck, and Miss
it ia narallel With the Irma Gortner, daughter of W. E. nomination of Mr. Wilson was arrang
...,.k
Mr. Taggart of Indiana, Mr.
earth's axis. The circumference of Gortner, will leave tonight on train ed by
of Illinois,, with Mr. Murphy
Sullivan
the dial is divided into hour spaces No; 2 for their home in Goshen, Ind
noon
York
New
of
finally Joining in."
At
with halves and quarters.
have been visiting at the home
They
RooseVelt
Colonel
replied to Wil
the shadow of the gnomon falls upon of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gortner dur
tariff in New
the
on
son's
speech
circumference,
the
of
n0rth noint
ing the latter part of the summer.
the
York yesterday, saying: "If the tariff
at 6 o'clock In the morning upon
B.. E. Johnson, returned last, night
east
of the democrats 1 not telling
point
the
weBt point, and upon
from a short business trip to Sprin plank
uuu.
the truth, of course I need not dis
f fi AV.ltwk In the evening, me
ger. Mr. Johnson visited the farms
the
cuss it with them; if It Is telling the
by
determined
of 'the day Is
in that section and states that he
sun dial is the
truth and should be put into effect
The
named.'
as
never saw such abundant crops
points
it 'wmilfl nlunsre this country Into a
measuring
for
device
i,wt known
have been raised there this summer.
Deriod of commercial disaster such
invention of the
the
since
but
time,
Mr. Johnson says that the contract
as
we have not seen in our life time.'
as
simpiy
clock, has been jegaroed
for the rebuilding of the' Springer
Colonel Roosevelt leaves tonight for
rioSitv. Clocks date back to the dam has been let and that work will
was many
Grand Forks, N. D.
seventh century, though it
he commenced in the near future.
universe
The "Bull Moose" has invaded St.
before
they
later
,.,,Wa
a
time
as
dial
sun
today. The becasion ;j is the
Paul
iy .replaced the
arrival' of Ttbosevelt, who Is schedHONORED
HUGH
IS
piece.
to deliver .an address at the
Cheyenhft, Wyo,,:'. Sept- B.jrWlllIarn uled
'oriteines. have met
state fa'i'r today.' The 'former
was
elected
of
Evanston
today
Hugh
a
has
that
success
'Mapresident- and ibis party; arrived in
with th uniform
grand' master "of "the Wyoming
two private cars attached to ane
setpndfid .thel use oi jnaiuueni.
was
., sons, and Evanston, Wyoming,
Pacitic
lie Cholerai and Diarrhoea, t Itemed;
am. lected as the" next meeting place of Chicago; Rock Island, and
The remarkable' cures of colij in
from Des
this
7:30
at
morning
train
1913.
has
in
effects,
the grand lodge
diarrhoea which it
Moines.
most every neighborhood, have lven
all
sale
For
by
A reception committee of ,200 greetIt a wide reputation.
dealers.
ed the- colonel at the nnion station.
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
A platoon of police and an escort of
National League.
sweep-in- s
'
Running tip and down stairs, beds
2.
Spanish war veterans headed a long
Pittsburg, 5; Chicago,
and bending over making
or
procession of automobiles from the
Philadelphia,
woman
York,
.New
healthy
a
will not make
0.
doors
to the hotel. Following breakof
out
station
most
Cincinnati,
St.'
get
Louts, 3;
beautiful. She
and
day
two
or
every
fast an informal reception was held
walk a mile
Brooklyn, 2; Boston, 1.
take Chamberlain's Tablets to imat the hotel, after which Roosevelt
prove her digestion and regulate her
a conference with the progresheld
American
League.
dealers.
'bowels. For sale by all
committee.
central
4.
sive
Detroit, 12; Chicago,
1.
Philadelphia,
6;
New
York,
Aunt Dorothy How many comCandidates In New York.
Boston, 6; Washington, 2.
5.
mandments are there, Johnny?. , U
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept.
Western League.
the
of
progressession
Johnny (g!lbly)Ten.'
The
opening
Omaha,
Wichita,
Aunt Dorothy And, now, suppose
sive state convention found the
;
Denver,
Sioux City,
them?
of
one
to
break
framework of party organization al
1.
you were
Des Moines, 2; Topeka,
Then there'd
(tentatively)
Johnny
ready constructed and the- delegates!
Lincoln,
St.' Joseph,
be nine.
'
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Robert C. Privett of Santa Fe came
in Inst evening from his home on
business.
I
t "
'Arthur Evans, a season guest at
Harvey's is spending a few days in
'
'
the city.
Harry W. Kelly of Gross Kelly and
Company left last night on train No.
9 for Gallup.
George Morrison, county engineer.
returned yesterday afternoon from a
short business trip to Santa Fe.
Miss Eunice Katile, who has been
visiting friends in Las Vegas, left
last night for her home in El Paso.
Ike Bacharach and Simon Bachar- -

'

NORMAL NOTES

200

court business.

Timmona
ular people at

We are proud to say, we
have the most
line of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts ands.
Tailored Suits.

OVER

'Elmer E. Veeder is in Clayton on

rtyor

are arriving Daily,

kial ill has

PERSONALS

ARE THESE PRICES NOT LOWER
THAN WHAT YOU ARE PAYING?
.3c
Tin drinking Cups

FIVE
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CapitalI

COMPLETE CHANGE OF PROGRAM
MORROW NIGHT

"'

H.

Vice. President

Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ANin

TABLES WITHOUT A CRUTCH, AND HE MAKES
THE HIGHEST KICK EVER ATTEMPTED BY ANY
MAN IN THE WORLD.
THIS ACT IS A REAL
DIFFERENT.
ENTIRELY
SOMETHING
TREAT,

,!.'.

Jefferson Raynolds President
,t,
HaBett Raynoias Cashlei i
D, Raynolds Vice President

Stephen B.:Davi

R. SEIFRIED IS THE WORLD'S MOST RE-MARKABLE ATHLE1E. HAVING BUI

rMc i vr.

'e.

'rw

;if
jy

f

LAS VEGAS. N. M.
'v

;..

',M.i

$100,000

'."''.
'
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Surplus, and Ukoividid

'

Pofits

$35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope oi Good Ranking.
Imt&rtist

Pali en Tim Deposlta'

CAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

SIX

Business;,,

POLITE

MEET TO DISCUSS WATERWAYS.
New London, Conn., Sopt 5. One
of the most notable gatherings ever
assembled in the hiBtory of this country iu the interest of waterway development was called to order at
the Hotel Griswold in this city today,
when the Atlantic, Deeper Waterways association met for its fifth an-nThe visitors, who
convention.

BURGLAR

j

CHUCKLES AS

Directory
GLUTHAL HOI EL
vsxs. n. flint, Prop
Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
$ast Las Vegas, N. M.

HE WORKS

represented all

of

the eastern states

YONKERS FOLKS AWAKENED AT from Maine to Florida, were welcomed to Connecticut by Governor BaldDEAD OF NIGHT BY LAUGHwin.
ING THIEF.
Moore of
President J. Hampton
New York, Sept. 5. The "laughing Pennsylvania in his annual address
burglar" of Yonkers paid a visit to reviewed the york already accomSnug Rock," the home of Dr. Leo plished in the project for an
canal from Boston, Mass., to
H. Baekeland at Harmony Park, a
ensuburb, early
yesterday morning, Beaufort N. C, and spoke most
chuckling immoderately when, just couragingly of the irospects for the
after threatening to shoot the heads fulfillment ot the great development
off Mrs. Baekeland and her 16 year plans towards which the association
The Cape
old daughter, he plucked out of the Is bending its energies.
bureau drawer jewelry and cash to Cod canal, which is a prominent featthe value of about f 500.
. ure of the project, is rapidly nearing
In several
suburban villas near completion. The southern end of the
Yonkers sleeping persons have, In the proposed waterway, from Norfolk to
dead of the night been awakened by Albemarle Sound, is provided for in
rivers-anharbors act. At
hearing a low joyous chuckle in their the last
bed rooms. But all invariably put it the next session of congress the asdown to dreaming until the next sociation will endeavor to have an ap
morning when jewelry and silverware proprlation made for the improve
ment of the old Delaware and Chesa
would be found to be missing.
On his way to "Snug Rock' the peake canal, which is to form another
Inter-coast-

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL; Propietor
416 Grand

Ave

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

,

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully Glvtn.
"laughing burglar" picked up a ladOld Town der from the
Wee Bids Plaza
garden of a resident
who lives fully half a mile away. He
put the ladder up to a second story
window and slid quietly into the room
where MrB. Baekeland and her daughLAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
were sleeping. It was so easy It
ter
Lock and Ounsmith Bicycle and
appears that he couldn't help laugh
Get.eral Repaifiaa;
ing as he1 entered. This awakened
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas Miss Baekeland. The Intruder stopStreet
ped laughing, and flashing his lectric
lamp in her eyes, told her he'd kill
her if she made outcry.
Automobile, Carriage &

....

5, 1912.

foot spans J beam girders and con-

crete concrete abutments and steel

LOBBY BEST

THE

THE OPTIC

yJlnder piers.
The said above three bridges are
to be build in accordance with the
plans and specifications now on file
in the office of the said county clerk
and
clerk of the said board,
where they may lie examined by all
bidders.
All work and materials are to 'be
fuirmlshed
by the successful bidder
arid all bids must be accompanied by
certified check In the sum of $500.
By order of the board of County
Commissioners of the County of San
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERMiguel, New Mexico.
TISEMENTS
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
Five cents per tine eaen Insertion.
MIGUEL, NEW MEXICO.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Attest:
No ad to occupy lets space than two
Lorenzo delgado, Cleric
line. All advertle menta ' charged
(Seal)
will be booked at apace
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
Caen In advance preferred.
CONVENTION .
Republican Headquarters of the Coun
ty ot San MigueL
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 19, 1912.
A convention of the republican of
the county ot San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, is hereby called to be
held on the 11th day of September,
1912, at 9 o'clock In the forenoon of
t
said day, at the county court house
aaJI
'ffiiJrir.iiMniiraiB
j MttlffllTi
In Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN S.
purpose of choosing 39 delegates to
the State republican convention which
wilj be held in the city of Albuquer
que, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
ROOM for rent. Mrs. Van Petten,
September, A. D 1912, for the pur
806 Seventh street
to
a
of
pose
representative
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N. O. Herman, W.
Secretary.

14.;
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Invited
Murray.

SR.

Visning Knights

nv

Invites

Liebc
nltir, Chancellor
Commander.
Harrj
Mrt!n, Keeper it
and Seal.

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
jfcular conclave wena
'
day In each month at Ma- B. P. O. ELKS MewU. second aid
D.
C.
fourth Tuesday evt'nin& of each
m.
7:30
at
p.
sonic Temple
R
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Boucher, B. O.J CShaa. Tasajne,
are cordially Invited. . P.
brothers
cordar.
D. McElroy, Exalted Buler. D. V?
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
eonvocaBesaltf
ARCH MASON
ATTOKifEYS
tiom tnrt Uoaday la each
mcatSi at Kaaosia TemHUNKER
HUNKER
H. R.
pi, at T:tl
Chetrtir A, Hun'
. O. Geo. H. Hunker
WUBjuna, H. P.;
Attorney 'it Law.
Blood. Secretary.
Laa Vegas,
New Me- rRANSFORD CHAPTER NfX t, O. E.
-- Heta ftrat amd thir4
LCCAL
CARD
Fridays In
MaaeBi Taenia. Ura. T. & Bowes,
Wort&y Katna; j&k8
Xatteds a
EAST SOUND
Worthy Fatrom; Mrs. Gaorga Trips, Arrive
ape
Secretary. Fhona Mala 1:9, 12 0 No.
:10 p. m.
1: 11 p.
Grand avenae.
No. 4.4.11:06 p m..
11:10 p. m
No. 8.
1:16 a. ta..1... V.K a.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. No. 10.
1:45 p. m..'.. . J:10
102 Meata every
Monday night at
0. R. O. HalL oa ftoackts avenue, at
WEST BOUND
o'clock,
ytmng members are No. 1
1:46 p.
..1:20 p. m.
JB.
cordially weloesse.
Gearing. Na 3.. ....6:10 a. m
6:15 p.
prealdant; J. T. Busier, secretary; No. 7..
.4:50 p.
....4:40 p. m.
C. H. Bally, treMwer.
No. 9...... 6:35 p. m
7:00 p.

v

.

important link in the system.
No session of the convention was
held this afternoon, the time being
devoted by the delegates to a trip to
Fisher's Island and an Inspection of
the great fortifications at Fort
Wright. President Taft is expected
nominating
I....
to come to New London tomorrow to
the Sixty-thircongress of the United
deliver an address at the concluding
POSITION
as governess, 3 years
States and three presidential electors
session of the convention.
teacher in east. 23 years and well.
to be voted for at the general elec-lo- n
Also stenog
splendid references
which will be held on Tuesday,
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION
rapher. Edna Walborn, Van West,
November 5th, 1912, and for the pur
O.
State of New Mexico, County of
pose of transacting such other busi
Court.
In
District
San
the
Miguel.
Demands
Jewelry.
Laughingly
ness as may properly come before
WANTED Rags for
,
'Your mamma's got jewelry in the Frank Cayot, Plaintiff
cleaning' pursaid convention.
vs.
No. 6878.
poses. Plaza hotel.
room, hasn't she?" he demanded.
The various preolnctsi of the Coun
replied little Miss Baeke Virginia Gonzales de Oil- N. 0. HERMAN
ty of San Miguel are entitled to the
vaa, and Francisca
land, whereupon the burglar laughed
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMEBIC
following number of delegates from
de Martinez, Cale-do- n
again. This time he. awakened Mrs.
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
Grand Ave
Meet in the forest of brother)
their respective precincts,
429
Baekeland.
divas, Francisco
love at Woodmen of the Wori, kidney trouble for years, and was so
Precinct No. '
Delegates FOR
SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
with rheumatism he could
"Quiet or I'll blow your head off,"
Ollvas, Tonlta Olivas,
v 1. San Miguel
2
hail on the second and fourth Fr crippled
not dress without help. He started
said he.
property, corner Third and ColumPrudencia Olivas, Jac-ob- o
4
2. La Cuesta
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
bia. Call at 902 Third street
Mrs. Baekeland is a great admirer
Ollvas, Reyes Oli4
3. Las Vegas South
Consul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk, VIkv "I began to get beter at once, and
"
of the strenuous' Teddy and is somevas, Margarita Ollvas,
now all my trouble has left me and
4
4. Tecolote
w
ing neighbors are especially
NEWLY REMODELED
do not feel that I ever .had rheu
thing of a militant suffragette. But Josefita Ollvas, Abellta
1
5. Las Vegas North
coma and cordially invited.
matism. I rest well all night and tho'
she told the tall, slim, slouch-hatteOllvas, who are the
6. Las Vegas Central
59 years old, can now do the work
',
Private Baths and Lavatories man she saw that she'd keep very heirs of Anacleto Oli1
7. San Antonio
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. S4S. of a man of 35 years. 1 would like
J.
KiMNl
demand
Indeed.
On
she told
i nice rooms llnaii.n I. O. of B. B. Meet
vas ;and Board of Counto be the means of others getting benS rult
8. Las Vegas Arriba
Stea.n Heat Private Telephones quiet
every ftrat efit from Foley
where her valuables were. He pock
lurmsnea or unfurnished, adboe
Commissioners
of
Pills." Refuse
ty
8
9.
Pecos
Rates $2.50 per day and up
Tuesday of the month in tha vestry substitutes. O. Kidney
G. Schaefer and Red
two jeweled
house close to schools. Phone Pur
eted a gold
watch,
San
Miguel, Defend10. Chaperlto
rooms
of
Cross
Co.
Mostefiore
,
at I
Temple
Drug
brooches and a ring and then found
ple 5482.
ants.
S
11. San Geronlmo
o'clock p. m. Visiting hrothera are
her chatelaine bag. When lie picKeTT
An --OHyasi
YouinuSoLi!.alt!a
An article that has real merit should
corddUly tnvlted.
Isaac , Appel
ltSapello- ... .
Special Rates by Week or Month out two $50 bills and some smaller Caledon
FOR RENT Fine suite ot furnished
Ollvas, Francisco Olivas, To 12. Rowe
Charlea Oreenclay, See In time become popular. That such is
President;
housekeeping rooms, electrio lights,
ones, he laughed immoderately.
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
nlta Ollvas, Prudencia Olivas, Jacobo 13. Rociada
2
retary.
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
Remedy hag been attested by many
,
"Well, anyway," said Mrs. Baeke- Olivas, Reyes Ollvas, Margarita Oli 14.
2
Sapello
dealers.
Here Is one ot them. H.
street
Eighth
land, "leave that bag; that isn't much vas.
Abe
and
Josefita Ollvas,
2
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC" W. Hendrlckson, Ohio Falls, Ind.,
15. Las Manuelltas
use to you. And please don't take llta Ollvas ' and each
of yon, 16. Union
2
.NO. 804. Meets second and fort writes, "Chamberlain's Cough RemFOR RENT Front bed room, electric
the picture in a gold frame in it eith are hereby notified that the above en
Is the best for coughs, colds and
2
17. San Patricio
Thursday tn O. R. C. hall. Pione edy
croup, end is my best seller." For
er. It's a dead relative."
light and ha h 922 Doiifrln.
titled cause wherein Frank Cayot is 18. Mishawaka
2
building. Visiting members are ct sale by all dealers.
The burglar bowed and walked
2
plaintiff and your are defendants has 19. McKinley
dlally lnvled. Peter Emenaker, O.
KxQiNf
rooms
K'Utt
Two
bed
and
to
over
the
for
lieht
gave been begun and is now pending irf the
calmly
2
THE LATEST STYLE
K., Richard Devina, F. 8.
20. San Juan
T. L. Parks, Murrayvllle, Ga., Route
925 Second street.
housekeeping.
these articles into her hand.
"District Court of San Miguel County, 21. Casa Colorada
. 3
1, is In his 73rd year, and was recentIN MOUNTS
'lYou will fcow keep very quiet New Mexico, and is ' numbered 6878
cured of a bad kidney and bladder
2
22. SabinoBO
Willi rent my six room furnished I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO ly
while I rob the other rooms or I'll
trouble.
He
himself: "I have
4
on the docket of said court; that the 23. San Jose
A specialty of life like expres1.
Meets every Monday evening a: suffered with says
stone house by September 1. No
come back and kill you," he said.
my kidneys. My back
are
action
said
of
the
2
general objects
24. La Llendre
sions. Pretty poses, correct
their
on
All
ached
Sixth
street
ha'l
I
visit
and was annoyed with bladtuberculosis. Apply 1013 Eleventh
Made a Laughing
to recover Judgment against you in 25. Pena Blanca
tones and harmony,
ing brethren. cordially invited to at der Irregularities. I can truthfully
Street
He probably laughed again when
Dol
Hundred
Eleven
sum
the
2
26. Los Alamos
tend. J . D. Frideoatine, N. 0.; say ,one 50 bottle of Foley Kidney
he got out on the lawn, because he lars
Pills cured me
con- -'
TELEPHONE flAIN a4
the costs 27. San Pablo
with
2
together
Frank Fries,' V. G.; T. M. Elwood tain no habit entirely." They O. G.
OR RENT Two room furnished
did this right away and got a good
forming drugs.
of suit ,and to foreclose a certain real 28. Chavez
2
Karl
Werta, Treasurer: Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Secretary;
house. 921 Lincoln avenue,
five minutes' start before Mrs. Baeke.
mortgage' given to plaintiff 29. East Las Vegas ....I.. ...... ..11
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery truetee.
land's nerves gave way and she property
Vir
and
by Anacleto Olivas deceased,
30. Canon de Manuelltas
J.. 2
The implicit confidence that many
screamed for her husband.
Gonzales de Olivas on four hun 81. Puertecito
have in Chamberlain's Colic,
F. O. . Meets first and third Tuee people
Somewhat to the indignation of the ginia
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
situated
land
of
varas
and
dred
2
sixty
32.
El
1
Pueblo
w
police Dr. Baekeland laughed over
day evenings each month, at Wood founded on their experience in the
at Sapello, San Miguel County, New 33. Los Viglles
2 FOR room and board
man halL Visiting Brothers eor use of that remery and their knowapply 710 Grand
the robbery in reporting it to them.
caand bounded north by the
2
34. San Isidoro
avenue.
ledge of the many remarkable cures
'I am only perturbed that the sleep Mexico,
dlally invited to attend. A. M of
mlno real from Las Vegas to Sapello 35 Las Galllnas . . . . .
of my wife and daughter was disAdler. President; E. C. Ward, See it colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
has effected. For sale by all dealthe Rio Sapello; east by 36. Penasco Blanco ...........
south
;'
."'.rh-wjs teach you a trade in a few
turbed," said he. "As regards what said by
ers.retary.
west by the cor 37. El Cerrlto
and
camino
2
real;
months'
no
needed
but
devil
time;
your
the
poor
iexpense
he took, maybe
deceased.
3
work.
38. Los Torres
Electricity,
automobiles,
it pretty badly. I Imagine a man ral of Henry Goke,
You are further notified that un 39. Tecolotlto
100 satis
-plumbing, Inrlcklaying.
must be mighty hard put for cash
enter or cause to be entered 40. Bernal
fied workmen today; 40 jobs going
V.
when he will go so far as to commit less you
your appearance in said cause on or 41. Canon Largo
United
Trade
Catalogue free.
a burglary."
EJft lbs, a Mora, Eacft Delivery
Kr tt iii
the 21st day of October, A. D. 42. Romeroville
before
2
Bcnooi Contracting Co., Los An
tm Iba. to fvtii Uta, Eaeb DeSssry .......v
Nevertheless after being awakened
Ibe.
per
in
will
rendered
be
1912, Judgment
geles.
43. Los Fuertea
Eft fee. ta 1.C21 lba Eaoh DaSvwy
S3e ear 1SS the.
by his wife the doctor had made a
6f 44. Oiitos Frios
M Hm. ta ESS Iba, Eaeh DeHvary
v..... 2
swift search ot nearby roads in his said cause against you and each
4Se per 1t$ Ibe,
default.
you
by
a
was
Laaa Than 69 Iba, Eaes Delivery
45.
then
he
motor
and
car
carrying
Cherryvale
' You can reduce tne cost or your
K$e per 1st
Plaintiffs attorneys are C. A. Spless 46. Emplazado
2
was not at that time
riving just half by having our ice iu big revolver and
W.
H.
their
and
and
Clark
postoffice
J
toward
47.
Hot
the
least
sympathetic
Springs
URA G M
Y
your chest You will have no spoiled feeling
LOST Gold fraternity pin, diamond
and business address Is East Las Ve 48. Trementlna
milk or foods and in case of sickness burglars even laughing, and rather
shaped. Greek letters. Return to
2
who will give gas, New Mexico.
49. Agua Zarca
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
you'll find that our pure ice will be considerate 'burglars
920 Galllnas.
LORENZO DELGADO.
when specially (Seal)
articles
50. Guadalupe
certain
and Lastin Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
back
ica
our
Remember,
beneficial.
very
Clerk. 61. San
Famsus Off ice 701, Douglas Avenue.
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J Aug. 29.
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52.
Las
we
and
you
a
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.
give
HOW'S THIS
clear
crystal,
2
53 Enclnosa
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-- ;
accurate weight Try us when next
NOTICE.
only ward for any case of Catarrh that
Proxies will be recognized
in need of ice.
Notice is hereby g ven that the of ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS FOR
when held by residents of the same cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
ficial paper of tne New Mexico Oat
CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES
Cure.
,
4N,
from which the delegates are
Phone Main 227
tie Sanitary Board will on Septemt F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo 0.
Sealed bids for the construction ot precinct
preWe, the undersigned, have known
ber 1, 1912, De changed from the Las the following bridges will, be reclved chosen. Primaries in the various
cincts shall be held as soon as pos- F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
N. M to at the office of the
Las
of
Vegas,
Optic,
Vegas
A
clerk
. .
county
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has us
sible but not later than the 9th day of believe him perfectly honorable in all
New and
clerk of the board of
business
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ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound the Roswell News, of Roswell,
and
financially
in precincts other than ,able to
for years, and says she always recom Mexico, After the above date all no- county commissioners of the County September
carry out any obligations made
mends It to her friends. "It never tices of estrays will be published In of San Miguel, State of New Mexico, Nos. 3, 5, 6 and 29.
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Secretaries of the various
fails to cure our coughs and colds and the News. " .'
3
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Toledo, 0.
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Board,
New
Mexico
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Sanitary
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Central
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free.
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property you
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From Alaska to the Panama Canal, from New York to
San Francisco
'

YOU COULD NOT FIND
A

I

print shop that can put out better job work than that done by
o

M

Ootic PaiM tiling company
:

Our
.... job department is equipped with all necessary machinery and is
manned by

u

M

A lb) o

Which is in itself a guarantee of quality. If you do not already know it, st
igat ion will convince you that we can turn out commercial printing as
good as the best and vastly superior to the "other fellows."
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GROCER

IKE DAVIS, THE CASH

Will Sell

Kitchen,
25c

lbs New Greely Potatoes for
lbs Mexican Pinto Beans for

12
6

-,

lbs Extra Large California Fancy Prunes
3i lbs Fancy Small California Prunes for
2 lbs Fancy Evaporated Apples for
2

3
2

2
2

Package of Raisins for
lbs New Dried Apricots for
lbs Fancy Dried Pears for
lbs Dried Necterines for.

10

....

25c
25c

for...

25c
;

" 25c

'

25c
35c

T,

Ml

.........

193

.35c
25c

CI

Oil

194

batsman

t Start these cool mornings with
a Breakfast' of BUCK WHEAT
CAKES'-

!

-

Made from Pure HOME GROWN

and HOFIE GROUND BUCK
WHEAT flour

SI

3

fioo
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r? r.
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GROCER

District Attorney Charles W. G
Ward has taken up the collection of
delinquent taxes in Guadalupe coun
ty. During his recent visit to Santa
Rosa he set the ball rolling and ex
pects to clean up delinquencies in the
county as he has done in San MlgueJ
and Mora counties. The fall term ol
the district court for Guadalupe
county will begin on September 23.
Several important criminal cases are
on the docket. The grand and petit
juries have been drawn and the sher
iff is summoning the veniremen.

CHIROPODIST
Here from Albuquerque for four days. Treatment absolutely painless and antiseptic. Call me up and I will make an appointment.
Hotel La Pension
Phone Main 384
CALLOUSES

S

"If VTe Do Mt's Eight"

Ladies Lingerie

Laundered

one i
-II

1

I1

and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
fit

ef f
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Our expert girl ironers have
the facility," gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work- are
very reasonable.

THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

or Tho'Rest

Of:

Las' eas:Sleaia;
1
Phone MainlSl

Fancy Table Fears 4 lbs. for
Peaches for Canning S1.G0 per Cox

;i3

1

Tl 1

wi

n

a-i- d

the month of August 124
volumes were placed on the jhelves
of the Carnegie1 library by gift. Nath
an Lewis presented twelve boys'
books to the Institution and Miss
Florence Hosklns made a gift of
twelve volumes. A present of 100
volumes of "The History of the Civil
War" was received from John.Koog-le- r
and his three brothers. Will,
The Outing
Clare; and Wayland.
magazine has been placed on the
tables In the reading rooms of the
library by Theodore Skinner. This
addition of books raises the numbeT
of volumes in the library from 7465
to 7,589. During the past month the
library was used by 1.&19 persons,
while 1,115 books were loaned, and
26 new cards were issued during the
At the present time there
month.
are four dally papers In the library,
and 12
nine weoklv periodicals
Rowland
Rebecca
Miss
magazines.
the librarian, enjoyed a ten days' va
cation last month, Miss Mossy York
substituting during her absence.

617 Douglai

Are

23

cecfs per Baske
cents per Casket

Plums for Canning

CO

Concord Grapes

CO

White Native Grapes

53 cents per risket

1!:r:3 cf

The marriage of Miss Agnes Sheridan to Charles
Bernard, better
known as "Kid" Burns, "he pugilist,
will- be celebrated in the near future.
A marriage license was issued to
Burns and Miss Sheridan Tuesday of
this week, but "they state that the
wedding hells will not ring until the
latter part of this month. Bernard
and Miss Sheridan are former residents of Chicago, coming to Las Vegas early this summer. The bride-to-bwas employed by Mrs.. George t:
Stephens, daughter of Ed Smith, referee of the Johnson-Flynbout,
accompanied her to Las Vegas previous to July 4.. Burns followed the
pugilistic stars, to the Meadow City.
Burns, who was-.- employed by the
Crystal Ice company, and Miss Sheridan, will continue to reside in Ias
Vegas after marriage. Burns- is now
in the employ of the Santa Fe.
During
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taa fit your toy out,
made, froahead to fool.
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ia (he very EEST inerrhsnulie

Shoes, Cose, K .&EV&ssUkerbotLer'p83
Underwear, Ilais'esJJiaps.: i

and suiSs,

rCoJl &.rd See Us

to-th-

A. K. SINGER.

TOE-NAIL-

For Ite"'

That the slaying of wild animals is of the Barnes aggregation.
a lucrative business ghould one care
B. E. Johnson, a member of the
Fiueh'i Golden Weddlug Eje. itgod
to follow it, la shown by the fact that Kelly team, carried off the honos of
In the wood. Birect from diat'.liorj
F. ill. Howard, who lives near Fulton, the evening, making the high single
to you. At the Lobby, of ooaria
this morning 'appliea at the court game score, 191, and rolling high ecoce
tor $60 as bounty. Mr. Howard for the series, 484. Dr. C. S. Loeey,
house
For Bale $26 Hoosier kitchen cabi
for $22 as bounty on 11 coy of the Kelly quintette, divided honors
net, $15; side board, rug, full length applied
ote
$28 on 14 wild cat pelts for second place with Frank Barnes,
pelts,
mirror. F. E. Rimes, 1018 Twelfth.
and $10 on the hide of . a panther. trolling 180 In one game while Barnes
This Is the first panther that has rolled 480 in the series.
A. L. Eeal has applied at the court
been shot In the county for some
The scores of the bowlers in the ae
house for $2 as bounty oa a coyote
time.
ries is as follows: Kelly's team Kel
killed by 'him recently near San (Geronimo.
ly 392; Losey 442; Henriquea, 415;
Republicans of the West side pre Johnson 484;" Bally .405. Barnes' team
lr. M. F. Dea Marias bus purchased cincts are preparing to hold primar Wolfe 420; Conway 402; J. Danzlger
the two brick houses owned by the ies for the purpose of selecting dele 367; Erie Hoke 421; Barnes 480.
late E. Barber on th Hot Springs gates to the county convention, which
This is the third time that the
will he held in the; court house on Barnes team has met defeat at the
Boulevard., '
September 11, Wednesday of next hands of the Kelly team. Last aiglit'd
Bernarbe Bachlcha this morning week. Precinct No. 6 will hold its tournament, however, was close and
applied at the court house for $2 as primary on Monday evening. Precinct extremely interesting. A large crowd
bounty on a coyote killed by him re- No. 5 will meet on Tuesday night and of Elka and their ladles witnessed the
it is expected that Precinct No. 3 will match.
cently near La Cuesta.
elect Its delegates tomorrow night,
Juan Jose Thomas Martinez, aged although this has not been decided
Waitress wanted at the White
29, a resident of Arroyo Hondo, has definitely. The places in which the Kitchen.
been granted a license to wed Rebec- primaries will he held, will be an
ca Chavez, aged 20, who Uvea in Las pounced before the end of the week
e
In addition
regular program
The county convention will select 30 of motion
Vegas,
pictures, a vaudeville
delegates to the state convention. sketch vrill be staged at the Browne
Louis Reigger, a natjve of Austria, which will be held in Albuquerque on theater tonight. Regular admission
yesterday applied at the court house September 13, for the purpose of se prices will he charged.
for (his first naturalization papers. lecting presidential electors.
Reigger, who is a chef at the Casta- The meeting of the Harmony club
oeda hotels came to the United
Stephen Powers, A. A. Jones and scheduled to meet this afternoon
Dr. W. R. Tipton have been appoint with Mrs. G. L, Swearngin was postStates in, 1905.
ed by W. J. Lucas as delegates from poned owing to the illness of Mrs.
The probate court held a short ses- the I as Vegas Commercial club to Swearngln's infant daughter.
sion this morning at which Probate the Fourth National Conservation con
Judge Adelaldo Tafoya heard the fin- gress, which convenes in Indianapo
The Royal Neighbors of America
al report of the administrator of the lis on Octoger J,. Mayor Robert J, will give a social Friday evening at
estate of Gregorio Baca y Sandoval Taupert of the East side and Lo the home of Mrs. C H. Stewart on
The court postponed further action renzo Delgado .of the West side hav the corner of Fifth street and Wash
until a later date.
the privilege of appointing three delet ington avenue. All Modern Wood
gates from each of the towns, and man, their friends and families are
Foreman Ludwig William Ufeld of each county commissioner also has invited.
the E. Romero Hose and .Fire com the privilege of appointing three delepany is- - particularly anxious that ev- gates. Kach slate, eax:h national or
The decorators are making' rapid
ery member of that organization at- state organization concerned with the progress with the beautifiieation of the
tend the regular monthly meeting, work of the conservation congress, court room and adjacent chambera in
which will be held tomorrow evening each
city and each, college or univer- the county court house. It is believed
in the station house on Bridfco street
sity will also be represented by a the place will be ready fo the demo
is
BuHluesB "of extreme Importance
specified number of delegates at this cratic and republican conventions
to be transacted. There will b a
which are to he held Saturday of this
congress,
good time after the business
week and "Wednesday of next week,

BUNIONS

CORNS

INGROWING

KELLY BUNCH WINS
The Kelly team defeated the Barnes
quintette In two out three games in
the bowling tournament held ' last
night on the alleys in the Elks' club
house, .winning ,the first game by a
score of 691 to 641, the second by a
score of 751 to 705, and ' losing the
last game by a score of 741 to 695.
The total scores o( the members of
the Kelly team In the series was
2,137 or 47 more than the total score

-

35c

lbs Silberian Crab Apples for

PHONE

5, 1912.

,

au

.

SEPTEMBER

A Iter having been in session for
arveraP days the board of county
commissioners adjourned late yester
day afternoon subject. to the call of
Commissioner Fidel
the chairman,
Ortiz. The commissioners appointed
See Vaa Petten for Insurance.
judges of registration for the coming
national ejection In November. The
Try a dram of Ola TayioT bourbon
clerk of the board expects to have
t th. Opera Bar.
the list ready lor publication in the
'
near future.
Waitress wanted at the White

10 MM)

TOMORROW

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

wish lo call your attention to the very
nice line cf Fern Dishes we are handling.
Also to the neat little ferns and blooming
plants we have for filling them.
ONION & SON
EjEB ferry
-- SEEDSMEN
FLORIST&.

S-

bone

Veg0$ 121
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LABOR DAY

iwVifl!

for Women
The Famous

nOOSIER
CABINET
t

S

SjTtfito famous flooaier

.

-

i5amaskpr- her emancipaior

our show window and see this wonderful device,
and (hen come into the store and have us send you a Hoosier
Look into

The Business Men's class of the
Y. M. C
the members of the hoard
of directors of the institution and In
ternational Secretary McDill of Chicago will dine tonight at 6:30 o'clock
in the banquet hall of the association.
Following the dinner two picked
teams from the Business Men's class
will play a game of volleyball in the
The public is invited
gymnasium.

i,

today on our easy payment plan.
.;
savings in a year.

It will pay for itself in its

J. C. JohnSCn & Son ExduwJcal

Adcnls

to witness this contest although the
players, being filled with' edibles,
likely will not put up a. ' stellar
;
exni-bitio-

Prospective Automobile

SPECIAL CARRIAGE TO HARVEY'S
morning,'
September 9.
Monday
Phone Clay and Havens for passage.
WANTED
office.

.

KITCHEN

respectively.

'

"

:

7

Clean cotton rags. Optlo

Purchasers

in a few weeks can see the new "1913" Cadillac
Demonstrator.

Read The Optic

The "1913 Cadillac" is a wonderful car embodying' all modern refinements and equipped with
even a more silent.. and powerful engine than the
.

-

FRESH EVERY DAY

.

1912

model.

SBMERY GOODS

dies

merits of the "1913

,

LOCAL AGENTS

Pr?H Pr'k
1m Of
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CHARLES ILFELD CO.

Tt3 EestioTbCiiy

ktSkhml I

'

;

It will pay you
Cadillac."

Fried
We
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or call and we will lave our J: H on;,(rator

show you.
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"The Store of Satisfaction"

Phjne Main 344.

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
i

j

Wh&ien, & Fowler Props

